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YULE MAIL IN CITY LESS THAN '51

School District Head To Be Speaker At

Records Show 63z000 Pieces Under Load

Monday Meeting Of Tyler School PTA

Of Year Ago; Parcel Post Down 1-5

Tyler PTA will have as its guest
Monday evening Robert Hudson of
the Rockland School District board
of trustees. He is scheduled to dis
play a scale model of the proposed
new North School and to exhibit
floor plans of the building.
While plans are not complete for
the structure which will eventually
house Northend pupils, they have
progressed to the point where par
ents can get a good idea of what
the school will be.
Hudson will explain the operation
of the Rockland School District

and will be prepared to answer
questions on both the District and
the new school.
The meeting will be the first of
the new year and will be followed
by refreshments served by the
room mothers. The meeting will
be held In the new auditorium of
the school which has been re
modeled by fathers of students.
Thursday and Friday evenings of
this week, fathers will gather at
the school soon after supper to
complete the painting project so
that the room will be ready for
use Monday evening.

Fish Fares

Commissioned

Flow December Highliner; Battery D Sergeant Moved
Up To Second Lieutenant
Landings For Port Total
Of National Guard
1,541,580 For Month
Seward Dinsmore of 66 Masonic
street. Rockland, has been commis
sioned a second lieutenant In the
Maine National Guard and assigned
to Battery D 703d AAA at Rock
land.
His record includes World War
2 service In the Army Signal Corps
which he entered on May 11, 1943.
He was discharged on Feb. 25, 1946
He entered National Guard service
at Rockland on March 22, 1949 and
has been a member of the unit
since.
During his time with Battery D
he advanced through the enlisted
grade* to Sergeant First Class, the
rank he held at the time of his
commissioning.
The
battery now has 28
Advertise in The Courler-Oazette
enlisted men and two officers.
Authorized
strength
Is
116
men and four officers. Recruiting
CIRCLE THIS DATE!
activities are now underway with
January 16
opportunities for advancement in
IT’S THE
1 enlisted grades and even to com
WARREN LIONS AUCTION missioned rank, according to
Lieutenant Chatto.

Birdseye Division of the General
Foods reports landings of a total
of 1,541,580 pounds of fish at the
plant during December.
There was 1.471260 pounds of
redflsh and 70,320 pounds of
groundflsh landed. Highliner was
the dragger Flow of which Captain
Douglas Schwartz is captain. His
fares totaled 381.700 pounds.
Others boatsand the
catches
landed by them are: Breeze. 370.300
pounds:
Billow, 282.500 pounds:
Bt. George, 191.840 pounds; Breaker,
188.360
pounds; Aloha, 106500
pounds; and the Helen Mae U,
16,740 pounds.

The

Factory Store
THOMASTON, MAINE

ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL

JANUARY

JACKET

JAMBOREE
For This Event We Have Made Up

Special Lots of

JACKETS and STORM COATS
FOR

MEN-BOYS—GIRLS
from surplus piece goods and
linings.

We offer them

WHILE THEY LAST at
MONEY SAVING PRICES

which
CANNOT BE DUPLICATED!
Our Faetory-to-You Policy
SAVES YOU MONEY

On Every Purchase

Twelfth Night, January Sixth, Is1 One of the especially nice actions
the recognized end of the Christ reported was that of Rural Carrier
mas holiday season and homes, Roland O. Rackliff. “Dardy” volun
tarily delivered all of his cargo on
stores and public gathering places
Christmas Day so that his patrons
are resuming a normal appearance.
might have all mall Intended for
Apparently Santa Claus has been
their holiday enjoyment In time.
good to most of Knox County al
Temporary employees of the post
though some skeptics, who no
office during the rush were: Mrs.
longer believe in Saint Nicholas,
Marion V. Johnson, Robert B.
have drawn a balance between the
Annis, John H. Billington, David
debits and credits occasioned by H. Bird, Clarence E Butler, Richard
his appearance and figure that he R. Pease, William R. Pease, Henry
owes them a good deal of money.
R. Sleeper, Richard C. Robarts,
One of the essentials of Christ James M. Connellan, Isaac W. Dyer
mas to the more mature is the
II, Karl T. Hurd and Richard H.
arrival of Christmas mail on time, McIntosh
and that includes letters, cards and
parcel post. Rocklanders yere for-!
tunate in that respect for all mail
It's A Paradox
received for them was delivered
expeditiously, by a skilled team of Lieut. John deWinter Says
postal employees, working under
Ice Is Slipperiest At
Photo by Barde the leadership of Postmaster James
Knox County leaders of the 1953 -Mothers March On Polio- meet at the Thorndike Hotel Wednesday evening to plan for the coming
32 Degrees
drive, to be held nationwide on Jan. 29. From left to right are Mrs. B’.ake Annis. Rockland: Mrs. Douglas Ladd, Rockport; Mrs. Harold Du Connellan.
Planning for the expected rush
mont, Skowhegan, State Women’s Director, National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis; Mrs. Fred Harden, Jr, Knox County Chairman for
‘Borne Ice is more slippery than
Women’s activities; Mrs. Raymond Rackliff, South Thomaston; and Mrs. George Huntley, Camden.
of Incoming and outgoing mail had other Ice!”
Approximately 56 women of Knox I presided, and Introduced Mrs. group and told them of the work that had made previous drives suc to be done months ago. The post
Lieutenant John deWinter, Di
master and his two leading as rector of Traffic and Safety, Maine
County met Wednesday night at Harold B. Dumont, Skowhegan, of the National Federation for In- cessful, and he hoped that the
sistants, Mrs Avis R. Brasler, as
the Thorndike Hotel, as guests of State chairman for women’s ac gantiie Paralysis on the national, enthusiasm shown by all those sistant postmaster, and Don Karl, State Police, explained that para
state and county level.
tivities.
present would continue, even
doxical statement by pointing out
proprietor Nathan Berliawsky, for
George Parsons, county director1 through the hard sledding that the superintendent of mall deliveries, that temperature has a gTeat . . .
Mrs Dumont exhibited a motion
went into a huddle and made their and generally unrealized . . . effect
the purpose of discussing plans for picture film, “Lights On,” in the for the March of Dimes also ad campaign might encounter.
the 1953 "Mothers March On Polio.” preparation of which she acted as dressed the group and assured them | Refreshments were served by the plans and then endeavored to ob on the sllpperiness of Ice.
Mrs. Fred Harden, Knox County consultant end also played the that It was the help given the effort host at the conclusion of the meet tain the necessary appropriations
“So,” he said, "when driving on
to carry them Into effect. They did icy roads, motorists should consider
chairman for Women’s activities, leading role. She then addressed the (by tne women of the community ing.
not obtain all the money they the temperature as well as the road
demed to be necessary. Additional surface."
with a medley of Folk Sor.gs dur
no doubt give close attention.
funds made available were limited
Cadet Cruise
Mrs. Wilhelm Spoke ing which time, by the use of a will
DeWinter pointed out that Ice Is
In the opening days of his admin
little imagination, one could seem istration. President Eisenhower will to the payment of 4 hours extra two times as slick as 32 degrees
each regular carrier, and this (the freezing point) as lt is at zero.
Training Ship Due Today To Mission Circle Heard a Fine to see the men and women, the outline to the legislative branch his per
money had to be allocated to fit the He explained that motorists, being
boys
and
girls,
in
their
colorful,
polioies
and
objectives
so
that
all
Take Aboard Cadets Of
Talk—Charming Pro
accustomed to the relatively good
pretty costumes, dancing to the may know from the Head-Man needs as best as could be done.
Maine Maritime
gram
There was one unexpected break traction that prevails on Ice
lively tunes.
himself that the happy-go-lucky,
for the local office that was a de at low temperatures, may be
Cadets of the Maine Maritime
The Mission Circle of Immanuel
anything-for-a-pal. Uncle-is-rich.
cided decrease in the volume of caught unawares by this varia
the-Government-is-my
Shepherd
Academy at Castine will embark Universalist Church met Wednes
mail as compared with last year. tion. When he hits Ice at a slightly
Pat On Own Back era is over.
day
in
the
church
partor
with
21
Monday on a cruise which will take
There Is no way of counting the higher temperature, he may find
members and several guests pres
If the Budget Message is accom
them as far south as Coco Solo,
ent. The meeting was opened with Harry S. Truman Is Very panying President Truman’s for number of pieces of mall received himself In a situation with which
in a post office but a fairly accurate he is entirely unprepared to cope.
Canal Zone and will bring them prayer by Rev. Oeorge N. Wood,
mal request for Just under 80 bil
Proud Of Record Of
record of mall dispatched can be
back to Castine March 22.
"This means,” he said, “that the
the newly-arrived minister. After
lion
dollars
Is
read
to
yawning
President Truman
kept with the help of the cancelling winter motorist must slow down
a
brief
business
session
at
which
solons
and
empty
seats
on
January
Seniors of the academy and offi
machines. The peak of outgoing drastically. If he Is to successfully
History is to be booned with 9, lt will simply mean that every
cers have been in New York the a collection of $16 was noted to be
sent to the Clara Barton Diabetic another "Farewell Address”—this one knows the real thing, an Elsen mall for 1951 was 46,000 pieces; meet winter driving conditions.
| past month outfitting the Maritime
this season it reached only 32515. Every test that has been conducted
Camp for Girls, In No Oxford. time from President Harry S. Tru hower budget, Is yet to come.
I Service training ship Empire State Mass . this being a projeot of the
New Year’s comes late in Wash j Between Dec 15 and 22, a steady gives added proof that, even with
man. It will presumably be made
' volume of large mailings was the best special tires and with the
which has been loaned the academy Association of Universalist Wom from the White House and carried ington—on Jan. 20
maintained, but the total count for help of tire chains, reduced speed
en of the United States.
| for the cruise.
Into the homes of the nation by
A lifetime of good example is the month showed a decrease is a safety must for winter time
Mr. Wood called attention to radio and television. The date,
] The craft is expected to dock In
the coming visJtt next Sunday, which will no doubt have to be much better than a library of good of 63,000 pieces against last year, drivers.”
! Bucksport today with the loading
i As an interesting figure for comJan. 11 of the Rev. Carleton Fisher, memorized by generations yet un advice.
of stores for the trip to start lm- Director of Universalist Services
| parison, the dally average of outborn, along with Oct. 12, 1492. Dec.
"Let's Pretend"
| going mail at the Rockland office
■ mediately. Cadets will go aboard Projects throughout the world, this 21, 1620, July 4. 1776, Nov. 11, 1918
YOUR FAVORITE POEM j is 7,000. the year around.
nationwide
"Missionary will be Jan. 15, 1963.
over the weekend to prepare for being
If I had my life to live again, I
; Parcel post mailings also decreased Bates Campus Will Change
sailing time which is now thought Sunday.” His topic will be: "Un
This, our retiring President re would have made a rule to read
I better than 2 percent and the postTo Fairyland After the
derstanding the Language of Uni- vealed at his latest press confer some poetry and listen to some
to be about noon Monday.
music at least once a week. The , master attributes this to the reThe academy officials cancelled a versalistn.”
ence, will be a report to the peo loss of these tastes is a loss of
Mid-Years
| duction in size of packages, as proThe guest, speaker of the after ple on the state of the nation, but happiness—Charles Darwin.
planned cruise last year when the
' Ided for in revised postal regula
Book-weary
Bates College stu
training ship American Sailor was noon was Mrs Eugene Wilhelm, ts not to be confused with his re
COURAGE TO LIVE
tions.
dents
will
live
happily after mid
not passed by Coast Guard in wife of the exchange professor port
to
Congress
on
the To those who have tried and seem
Ten skilled veterans had been lost year exams when, from Feb. 5
spectors as far as boilers were con from Holland, now associated with state of the nation—which, we
ingly have failed,
cerned. The academy now has the the Rockland schools. She spoke infer, will be quite different. You
Reach out. dear Lord, and com to the service recently; two by through Feb. 8, a world of “Let’s
death and eight by retirement. Re Pretend” changes the campus to
fort them today;
promise of a new ship, the Cape most interestingly about many are at liberty to believe whichever
those whose hope has dimmed, placements weie obtained and fairyland. An enchanted weekend
Carthage, which is on the west phases of life in Holland, with of these imperishable me-sages you For whose
faith has paled,
trained so that by the time the peak based on fairy tales is planned for
coast and which may be brought especial reference to religious choose.
Lift up some lighted heavenly
hit they were able to carry on effi the Bates College 1963 Winter Car
torch, I pray.
to Maine within the year. The themes. Mrs. Wilhelm Is an ac
But Congress is to hear still an
nival, co-directors Carol Greene,
American Sailor, a product of pre- complished musician. Her first se other address on the state of the They are so frightened. Lord; reach ciently.
out
a
hand.
Because
of
limited
funds
avail

’54, Windsor, Conn., and Georgs
World War I days, is to be scrapped. lection being a classic and ending I nation ... to which the lawmakers
They are so hurt and helpless; able, and in consideration of the re Bateman, ’53, North Adams, Mass.,
be their friend
Baffled and blind, they do not duction In mall dispatched, only 11 have announced.
extra carriers and two extra clerks
Events for the thirty-third annual
understand—
They think this dark and tangled i were employed during the rush, winter carnival at Bates will open
MORSE TYDOL SERVICE STATION
road the end.
j compared to 18 temporary em with a Thursday night Ice show.
Oh, touch to flame their hope that ployees used in former years.
Highlight of the opening event will
has burned low,
Mall
was
dispatched
with
speed,
be the announcement and first ap
Taxi and Waiting Room
And strike with fire faith's ashes
and sorted and delivered with like pearance of the 1953 Carnival Queen
that ar* dead.
SOCIAL ITEMS
' Let them walk proudly once again, efficiency. An extra daily delivery and her court of six beautiful coeds.
NEXT TO STRAND THEATRE
and go
APPRECIATED
kept the sorter’s pigeon holes from Practices are already In session for
Seeking the sure and steadfast
j overflowing and The Courler- solo and group routines on Ice.
Write
or
Telephone
CORNER MAIN and WINTER STREETS
light ahead.
j Help them to move among their Oazette knows of numerous cases j The Winter Oarnlval is sponsored
1044 or 770
fellow men
Telephone 1482-W
Rockland, Maine
where mail placed In the office by annually by the Bates College Out
With courage to live, courage j noon was delivered to local ad ing Club.
The Courier-Gazette
to try again.
63-aw
3-4
dresses on the afternoon of the
—Orace Noll Crowell.
same day. There was one extra run
of the parcel post delivery truck
CARD PARTY
dally, and to accomodate the public
an additional stamp window was
THORNDIKE HOTEL
’ kept open during the rush season.
The fine spirit of co-operation of
8 P. M.
1 all postal employees, both per
January 15
manent and temporary, was demon
strated daily and the old saying
Auspices Emblem Club
(that "neither rain nor snow, nor
Benefit Polio Fund
sleet, nor hall” will stop a good,
carrier from delivering his mail, |
60o
received ample proof In tne Rock- j
J land office this holiday season.
j

LOS M 0 BI LE

LAUNCHES A NEW 1953

STORM COATS - SURCOATS

SKI SUITS - SKI TROUSERS

JANUARY

JACKETS

CLOTHING SALE

HEAVY GREEN WOOL PANTS

. . . SAVE . . .
At Factory Prices!
THE FACTORY STORE WILL BE OPEN
THURS.-FRI.-SAT., 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
MON.-TUES.-WED., 9 A. M to 5 P. M.

NOW GOING ON AT

FIREPROOF

GARAGE CO.

OFFfN’S

ROCKLAND, ME
. '
’ii,

'

MENS

389

l 1

AND
m!NGS

;;siS

MAI\

• -

Lr TH!t

Tuteday-Thufsday-saturday
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Municipal Court

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

With Judge Zelma M. Dwlnal
presiding at the session of Munlcl- 1
pal Court on Tuesday, Rockland,
police preferred charges against
Dalton E. Brown, Lincoln, for
drunken driving
and driving;
through a stop sign. The charges ’

Editor and Publisher. JOHN M RICHARDSON

resulted from a collision In which
Brown was involved, Monday eve
ning, and previously reported by
The Courier-Gazette.
The. accused pleaded guilty to
going through a stop sign and paid
a fine of $13. He entered a plea of
“not guilty" to the drunken driv
ing charge and trifled that he had
taken some medicine to combat an
allergy which might have made him
appear to be intoxicated.
Findings on the charge were
postponed by Judge Dwinal until
Saturday at which time result of
a blood test should be available to
the court.
•• • •
Alvin S. Gray of Vinalhaven had
a charge of theft, made against
him, postponed until Wednesday
as additional witnesses will be
summoned.
•• • •
Raymond Norton of Vinalhaven
pleaded guilty to reckless driving,
on Vinalhaven and paid fine and
costs of $30
• • • •
A charge against Morris Norton
Vinalhaven, alleging him to have
an unregistered car, was dismissed
when he produced out-of-state
plates, good until next month.
. •w * •
Elmer H. Larrabee of 168 Main
street was fined $30 and costs of
$2.70 for neglecting three children.
Sentence was suspended for six
months
• • • •
The case of Alvin S. Gray of
Vinalhaven, which had been con
tinued at Tuesday’s session of the
court, was reopened Wednesday.
After hearing additional witnesses
Judge Dwinal found him guilty of
the theft of 100 feet of lumber,
three rolls of tarred paper and 10
pounds of nails.
He was sentenced to pay a fine

KILROY’S
SMOKE & WATER

SALE
STILL GOING ON
Korean Jackets
Were 9.95

$6.99
100*7 Wool Genuine Navy
Surplus Cloth

Pants
Were 7.95

$6.22
100*7 Wool Sleeveless

Sweaters
Pull On or Button Style*
Were 3.49

$1.98

Men's T Shirts
Men's Briefs

3 for $1.29

Blankets
70% Wool

The Snowy Owl

[EDITORIAL]
NO DOUBTS AS TO HOW WE FEEL
The appointment of a United States Marshal will be
made in the immediate future and The Courier-Gazette
stands in the corner of Sheriff Willard Pease of Rockland,
win, lose or draw, in the struggle going on behind the scenes.
Sheriff Pease lias made an outstandingly capable peace offi
cer, Iiis conduct of the office he holds marked not by brash
ness but by intelligent restraint leavened with firmness
and unquestioned efficiency. There has been swift, certain
retribution for law breakers, but contrived without offensive
ostentation. His is a politic mind without the stigma of
politics Difficult situations wisely handled and deputies and
associates wisely chosen show the type of judgment essential
to the high office to which he aspires. The appointment
rests largely in the hands of the Senators from Maine, and
both are aware of the attitude of this newspaper.
Snowy Owl
ROCKLAND AND THE RED CROSS
To a great many people the country over The American
Red Cross is a huge, unreal entity like the Army or the
United Nations. It has a reputation of doing good in distant
places and holds a high spot In history and in the public
mind, yet The Red Cross means little to them, and because
of its great size it is permissible to criticize It and compare
it unfavorably with smaller groups in the mercy business.
But all that changed very suddenly in Rockland on the
night of Dec. 12, and has kept on changing ever since. The
American Red Cross has ceased to be a vague and distant
giant famed for good works, and in the past three weeks
has become a very real and very welcome sort of a local
guardian angel.
Disaster struck here, in Rockland, Maine, instead of in
California or Texas or Timbuctoo and disaster relief became
very real as the Great Mother's trained workers appeared
like magic, clothing and sheltering the homeless, feeding the
hungry and giving security and sanctuary to the old and
young whose all had gone up In roaring flames.
Citizens, relief agencies, private business and the City,
County and State security organizations were working in
orderly efficiency with the agents of The Red Cross, and
Doubting Thomases saw another side of Red Cross activity
appear in addition. The rehabilitation of families was made
permanent and complete and several of the small business
ventures, unable to recover from the damage sustained, were
assisted in regaining stability with business grants. These
were not loans for this money was given to the Red Cross by
the American people and as such was given outright in turn
by the Red Cross for emergency needs. Only $2,255 was
spent here, but had the need been many times as great, the
emergency relief funds would have been available.
Now, its work ot mercy done, the Red Cross has gone as
quietly as it came—ready for the next emergency, wherever
disaster may strike.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN ‘ BOSS '?
It is pleasing to have the boys and girls come In of a
morning and salute one as the “Boss" or the “Old Man"
but this boss business is not all happiness and light. Now
adays he is not a free agent in the old sense. He is bound by
government red tape and restrictions that limit his freedom
of action—he has duties to his employees, union shop or not,
he has responsibilities to his stockholders that must be met.
If the boss is to hold his job he must hold his customers
and give them the goods they desire at a price they are willing
to pay. The job of the boss does not end when the machines
shut down at mgnt, nor can he see his job with the beginning
ot operations tomorrow morning. He must look ahead to
problems months away and foretell the demand of six montlis
hence with reasonable accuracy. He must see to it that there
is money enough in the till to pay for the raw materials
to go through his machines despite slow paying customers.
He must make his products good enough to meet com
petition and he must hold his prices low enough to sell his
product. His day ends as the next day begins. He is a slave
to every machine, every employee and every ounce of rawmaterial or finished product in his plant.
What do you mean—Boss?

A GLANCE AT PLANE FACTS
Press reports this week tell of the loss of over 2000 war
and transport plans to date in the Korean war and bring
sharply to mind the disturbing history of the airplane build
ing industry in this country. The record shows that from the
World War II high plane production of over 9.000 per month,
with the Industry ranking as the highest employer of labor
In the country the start of present hostilities saw the pro
duction shrunken to 250 a month and the employee ratio to
fifteenth instead of first.
These statements of fact are disturbing to put It mildly,
with the public mind in doubt and confusion.
The present day facts are well worth discussion. Under
stimulus of the existing emergency the plane production has
reached 1000 per month and the Industry ts reaching widely
for acceptable workers. Another phase of the situation rests
in the fact that the planes of today are a far cry from those
of World War II days. The famous B29 of that era C06t
$680,000 and weighed close to 47,000 pounds. Compare that
with the B36 of today which costs close to 53500,000 and
weighs well over 100,000 pounds. The 1953 model bombsight
weighs over a ton and costs $250,000.
These facts are impressive and show that a comparison
of numbers is not a true index of the effort and that the air
arm of the armed services is making excellent progress

Cl952

National Wildlife Federation

The plain of the snow-covered
coastal marsh was interrupted by
j curving tidal creeks and an occa
sional white-capped haystack, like
a marshmallow cookie. Atop one of
these a snowy owl sat, silent and
; alert. A lone crow flying toward
i the beach spotted him there and
sounded an alarm. In a moment
a gang of black rascals was cawing
and jeering its traditional enemy
of darkness. Since most owls see
poorly in daylight, they are con
sidered safe game: but this was
i no ordinary owl. Crouching low,
i with fierce yellow eyes lt watched
; every movement of its tormentors.
I Suddenly It sprang into the air.
Powerful talons snatched a crow in
I full flight. Returning to its perch

with unconcern the great bird tore
out the flesh and swallowed It,
then squatting, wiped off iu lace
in the snow as a cat does. The
crows were gone.
The snowy owl is spectacularly
handsome. It is all white except
for more or less distinct brownish
bars on back and belly. Its head
Is big and round without ear tufts,
or horns. By both weight and wing
span lt is America’s largest owl,
with a weight of 5 pounds, length
to 26 Inches and spread of 5*4 feet.
In the chill arctic regions, clear
around the pole beyond the limit
of trees and as far north as land
Is known, the great white own has
its home. Snow persists in May
and June when the bird scratches I
a depression in the moss on a hill
ock top and lays 5 to 8 white eggs.
To feed the voracious young, this
fearless hunter will take anything
to twice its size from big arctic
hares, game and shore birds to fish,
but its normal food consists of mice
and lemmings. Much of the year
it roams the tundra like a nomad
performing invaluable service in
reducing populations of those des-1
tructive rodents. Of necessity, in
a land of midnight sun, lt has
learned to hunt by day.
Though many snowy owls Winter
in their bleak homeland, there is
a southward migration to northern
United States each Fall. Some
years, as result perhaps of food |
shortage, lt is a veritable invasion.
These owls are birds of the open
country being seen most often
about the Great Lakes, the Saint
Lawrence River and along the At-1

lantlc coast. iSey appear Irregu
larly In number to Virginia, Illi
nois, Kansas. Colorado and Wash
ington, having wandered to the
Gulf coast and Bermuda. Look for
them on dunes, posts, haystacks,
hummocks and muskrat houses—
rarely in trees.
Since stuffed white owls are no
longer the approved decoration of
cigar stores and bars, says the Na
tional Wildlife Federation, the fu
ture of this rapacious and beauti
ful bird seems secure.

Behind the wheel of a car too
many of us are at our worst, when
we ought to be at our best.

!>■

Cocoa Mats
Were 2.65
$1.98)

49c

Were 65c

Gasoline Cans
(5 Gal. Galvanized!

$1.98

JWere 2.49

The “Friendliest” Store

ngc wherever ind whenever they c.n

- petting the tevingt in tower price,
on to youl NOW IS A GOOO TIME TO

ByY FOR TOUR DEEPFREEZE1

NOW!

Tel. 1090

REDUCED ICk

STEAK

Porterhouse Super-Right LB SINCE SEPT
REDUCED S<
SUPER
Sirloin Steak RIGHT LB SINCE SEPT

1.09

b

99

IB

FACE RUMP
ROAST

Round Tip
Bottom Round ROAST

REDUCED Sc
iB SINCE SEPT

1.1.09

REOUCED 4c
IB SINCE SEPT

t. 99

Cube Steak

REDUCED 4c
LB SINCE SEPT

LB

99

REDUCED lt<
LB SINCE SEPT

LB

49

RIGHT
SUPER

RIGHT

SMOKED POLLOCK FILLETS

•35

FROZEN CUSK FILLETS

• 39

ANN

Tomato Soup

4

PAGE

CAMPBELL'S

Soups

|

CAMPBELL'S

Soups

Heinz Soups

i i oz
CANS

2
2

REGULAR

1102

CREAM

STYLE

CANS

CAN

15c

PKG

UPTON'S

1502
CAN

SNOWS

I LB

Saltines

JQC

I5OZ

Habitant Pea Soup

Onion Soup Mix

07c
A'
OCC
OO
nAZ*yc

iovzoz
CANS

IO'/jOZ
CANS

6

CREAM STYLE

39

CANS

Z

REGULAR

ft

1.09

REDUCED 5c
LB SINCE SEPT

HARDWARE CO.

Rockland, Maine

ib

STEAK
OR ROAST

Clam Chowder

397 Main Street

lower

whittling .w.y «t price., making «*•

Heinz Soups

Self Service Shoe Store

w.y kt

AtP'l retolve lor the new year to keep

MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

the

the price you p.id !•«» September! It's

Hamburg
Storm Screens

.gain leads

A&P

prim-budget nving reductions o'*

Top Round

SALE PRICES

BEEF!

A&P REDUCES

1 LB

NABISCO
DANDY

Oyster Crackers

23c

BOX

BLUE BONNET

Baked Beans aL1ZX 2

31c

BOX

49c

CANS

SWEET, JUICY-SIZE 150

A VALUE SENSATION!!!
HUNDREDS OF PAIRS OF WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

PULL-OVER

TANGERINES
Grapefruit

FLORIDA

Emperor Grapes

TO $4.98

• Side Zippers

• AU Sizes

• Fleece Lined

TOR

23c

HRM, SWEET

19c

LB

1 IB CELLO
BAG

lUz,„
:' SILVERBROOK CREAMERY

77

PRINT

SUNNYBROOK

Large Eggs
NATIVE FRESH
Libby's Green Peas

Bokar Coffee

Slight Irregulars

FACTORY CLOSE-OUT!

Women’s - Children's
SHEARLING CUFF

GAITERS

OOTS

45c

EACH
14 OZ
•OTTtf

WMlWlwlWs

19c

/UCCS SHOWN
IN THIS AD
w'JARAMIFD
MRU SAT., JAH
0 A EFFECTIVE
THIS COMMUNITY
ANO VICINITY

THf GREAT ATLANTIC ANO PACIFIC TIA COMPANY

BLUEBERRIES

SQUASH

One Pie Brand

One Pie Brand

27

i.tv Mina c*«

| ]c

• All Size*
• All Rubber
• Fleece Lined

BLACK - BROWN
RED

Slight Irregulars!

SHOP THIS SPECIAL!

1st QUALITY

RUBBER

JANE PARKER
BIG 8 INCH

SAC 8V

REG. $4.49

ALL
SIZES

BOYS

QQ
wV

10 OZ
PKGS

I LB

Ann Page Ketrhun

11. * m uu

SUght
Irregulars!

2

Youth’s and Boys’
4-BUCKLE

| ZIPPER

65‘

DOZ

VIGOROUS. WINEY

Pineapple Pie
FACTORY CLOSE-OUT!

15

49c

LBS

FRESH BUTTER
• AU Colors

39c

7O'«

Carrots TENDER, YOUNG. WESTERN
Yellow Onions
IN BULK
VALUES

DO7

WOMEN'S GIRLS

GERBER'S BABY FOODS

One Pie Brand

Strained

14tt euMt CM)

IV

4

OUNCE AAAS

39'

■ $.

HAND LACED

CAMP MOC'S

PACS

PUMPKIN

ARMOUR'S TREET

Luncneon Meat
I? OUNCE CAN

43

CHOPPED HAM
Armour's
» oowcr CAN

S31

$3.99
Men's Sanforized

Dress Shirts
-

$1.66

100*7 Long Fibre Wool,
Nylon Lined

Sport Shirts
Were 8.95

$4.99

! of $20, plus costs of $5, or ten days
! in Jail. He appealed sentence to the j
February term of Knox County;
Superior Court and was released
in $60 ball
•• • •
Wesley Laird, Lime street, Rock
land, was found guilty of neglecting !
j his two children. Fine of $25 and (
costs of $5 were suspended for six'
I months after he agreed to make ar- i
I rangements with District Nurse
Eliza Steele for the proper care of
i his children.

SIZES 11 to 2

AUCTION

At the “Auction House”
IN BELMONT, ROUTE 3

S. C. ENGLISH
Auctioneer & Sales Mgr.
Belfast, Maine

In This and Surrounding Territory

MILROY'S
i —<

r

Active man or woman to list, show and sell Farms, Homes and
Country Business Properties to people our National Advertising
brings to you.
Selection* from your Listings are advertised In newspapers,
magazines and In STROUT’S Famous Catalogs, which circulate
hundreds ef thousands of copies yearly from Coast to Coast.
Interviewing Offices are maintained in the larger ritles.
A profitable permanent connection with the World's Largest
Advertisers of Country Real Satote; In business 52 years. A
nearby associate sold 27 properties during the first eleven months
ef 1952, earning $13,528.53 as his share of the commission*,
rbose who submit acceptable applications will be Interviewed
locally. Preference given lo applicant* located or who can lo
cate en er near Routes 17, I3L 1.

JOHN L HARVEY, District Manager

STROUT REALTY AGENCY
255 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 1$. N. Y.

Armour s

Armours

16 OUNCF CAN

32c

IS OUNCE CAN

51'

BEEF STEW

WAXED PAPER

Armour’s Star

Cut-Rite

I. w u<

RENNET POWDER
For Making Rennet-Custards

SHEEPSKIN LINED

$1.88

BOBBY—NO BEFVNPS
ON SALE MDSE.

Special Purchase
Save $2.00-Regular $8.95

Permanent Sales Opportunity

CORNED BEEF

RF.D, WHITE, AND GREEN

Saturday, Jan. 10

Work $weaters

Army Pants
$3.44

1NNERSOLE

Afternoon and Evening

All Wool Pullover

Coed

3.98
Values!

CUSHION

CORNED BEEF HASH

ftOMl

CHIIKKA
OOTS
95
RED, GREEN,
GINGER, WINE.
In AU Leather
Sixes « to •

Its FOOT ROLL

25'

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER

Snowy white, sudsing action
14 ounce CM

if

X
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Words Fail Us

TALK OF THE TOWN

(8oclal and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free anc space here cannot be
purchased
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of
the editor Is flnal.l
Jan. 9—Methebesec Club will meet1
at the Farnsworth Museum at
JsS9012—-Colonist group of Pioneer

A highly interesting communi
cation has reached this office re
lating to reconstruction of the fire
devastated area, but the story
lacked a signature. If the writer
will supply his name the story
will be used at once.
_____
City Manager Frederick D. Famsreports completion of the re""^tig of the Yachl Club build-

Girls meet at Betty Withee's
Home, 58 Pine St., 7 p. m.
Feb
Vll^ntl.ne n
Jan. 16—Knox Oounty Postmasters
meet ln Knox Hotel, Thomaston.
Jan. 16—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets at I.O.O.F. Hall, 7 p. m.
Ja!L K ±:?rom?nn ^UCfltlOTtK
dub meets at tlie Farnsworth
Memorial.
jail. 16—Rubinstein Guest Evening
Farnsworth Building.
JaHaU°730lpk^'S meM at IOjOF

on the Public Landing, for use
by Civil Defense ground obseivers.
The bonding has been fitted with
...
. j
J .
double wlndows and heavy duty
wiring so that electric heaters may
be used by the observers on cold
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson,
”
who 15 in charge of local observers,
Is actively recruiting more since
gi,e has recently lost a large number. All willing and able to devote

Coming Events

Acheson Claims Reds In the
U. N. Not a Threat To
Security

Page Thru

RIFLEMEN ELECT DART

Shocking Number

Children’s Bureau Head Pre
dicts 1,500.000 Delin
quents In ’60

Secretary of State Dean Acheson.
in his recent testimony before the
House Judiciary sub-committee, ex
plains the laxity of his department
In clearing subversive Americans
for employment by the United Na
tions as a situation In which the
hindsight of the probers is better
than was the foresight of State
Department personnel screeners.
He also enunciated a viewpoint
on subversion that may possibly
up the whole slap-happy picture
of the State Department as a gov
ernment-endowed sanctuary for
curious specimens.
The presence or disloyal Ameri
cans in the UN, the Secretary ad
mitted, gave the country "a black
eye" and had been "a blow to our
prestige." But he insisted that na
tional security was in no way
threatened. Asked by Rep. Keat
ing (Rep.) of New York. If he did
not feel the presence of such people |
was a “security blow," Mr. Ache- ]
son replied, "No sir. I do not think
lt has anything to do with security
but lt is a blow to the prestige,
reputation and interest of the
Photo by Cullen
United States.”
New officers of the Eastern Division Rifle Club who were recently
While he deplored the very exist elected are pictured above as they prepared for an evening of shooting
ence of such people and the fact at their indoor range in the Odd I'ellows Block Tuesday. In front are;
Ronald Lufkin, range officer and executive officer; and Dr. Donald
that they had slipped through the Brown, secretary. Standing are: Weston Young, Thomaston, vice presi
®^a^e Department screen, the Sec dent; Allen Dart. Camden, president; and Wendell Jones, Rockland
tetary explained that these charac- treasurer.
ters were incapable of security
At a recent meeting the Eastern < ment of the Odd Fellows Building
damage since they had no access Division Rifle Club of Rockland The teams are classified; Expert,
confidential files and did not elected the following officers for the Marksman and Tyro (new shoothandle secret matters or problems year 1953: President. Allan Dart; i ers).
of national defense.
. vice president, Weston Young; secThe following are new club
So it apparently does not occur, j retary, Donald H. Brown: treasurer members: J. Austin Clough ahd
to the trained diplomatic mind Wendell Jones and Range Officer, Jean Clough of Rockland, Bart
that a Communist or a fellow-trav- j Ronald Lufkin.
Pelllcani of Warren and Richard
eller might be useful in passing ; The club has three teams corn- Ziegler front New Rochelle, N. Y.
secrets from the one who stole peting in the Winter Series of Also, the six members of the Tyro
them to the one who wanted them, j Postal Matches which are shot Team were all new to the club dur
to circulate damaging misinforma weekly at its 50' range in the base- ing the last year.
tion, to use his position of trust
to pry confidential Information out
Maybe there is a Santa Claus,
We may not need more planes,
of innocent, if careless higher-ups, ships and guns, but the man with but it’s hard to convince father at
or even to look In files he isn’t the most poker chips is always in this time of year.
supposed to
the best shape to suggest quitting.
Mr. Acheson said however, that
Parents cannot teach children
tlie Government Is soon to tighten I Fast dTiring preVenU you from what they themselves do not know
up on prospective UN employes ,
the scenic beauty of this —another reason why so many
with a full loyalty check. That, we world—but too much speed often children grow up without proper
think, is for sure. And about helps you see the next.
instruction.
Jan. 20.
Happiness is largely a matter of
A statesman is a politician who having plenty of work to do that
FOR SALE
can keep a majority of the voters you like.
fooled.
SAUERKRAUT
Life is, after all, just one dodge
By
the Pound, 1 gal. jar, 2 and£
CARD OF THANKS
after another—automobiles, taxes
We are deeply gTateful to Fr
214 gal. pails, 2K, 3% and 6
and
responsibility.
Bennett and Fr. Goudreau of St,
gal. kegs. Sauerkraut Juice.
i Bernard's Church for their great
IVHORSE RADISH VEGETABLE^
CARD OF THANKS
I
our late loved one, Sarah
We would like to thank our j
SALAD AND PICKLES.
Ann Sansom, and to us. We are
also grateful to Carl Stilphen of friends, neighbor? and relatives, for
the Russell Funeral Home and to the lovely flowers, the presents, |
HAROLD A. DEAN
neighbors and friends for their purse of money,, cards and the
486 Old County Road
many acts of kindness and con many telephone calls we received !
Telephone 963-R
I
sideration, for flowers, prayer cards on our 26th anniversary Dec. 31
132&134-Th-tf $
Mr. and Mrs. Waino Kangas. \ y
and cars for use at the service.
4’lt
The Sansom Family,
Rockland, Jan. 7, 1953.
4’lt

Jan. 22—Knox Oounty Fish & even only a small part of their
Game Association meets in K. available time are requested to call
of P. Hall. Thomaston, with her at 1614.
supper.
j
’ _____
Jan. 23—Finnish-American Festi
val at Community Building.
Thomas F. Donegan of Thomas8 p. m.
| ton, filed a statement In the office
jan. 23—Methebesec Club will meet i
the city clerk, showing him to
with Mrs Alex Vardavoulis. 64
Masonic St., at 2.30 p m. Guest * the
pro‘>riel'or of Knox
Day
Business College. He purchased
Jan. 30—Rubinstein Club at Farns- the school from Lena K. Sargent,
worth Building.
its founder.
Feb. 5—Emblem Club meets at Elks
Home, 8 p. m.
Great confusion has resulted from
Feb. 6—Methebesec Club will meet
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Charles the book-like form ln which the
Whitmore, 294 Broadway.
1952 Income tax forms are being
pet 20— Methebesec Club will mailed. An astonishing number of
meet at Farnsworth Museum at
persons have not recognized the
2-30 p. m.
March 3—Community Concert at magazine like article or their inCamden Opera House, Carol come tax form and discarded it.
Glenn, violinist, guest artist.
The 1962 Journal is actually a great
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building, De Paur improvement over ail its predecessors. Replacements for lost forms
Infantry Chorus
June 19-20-21 - American Leg‘on may be obtained at the local deputy
Convention in Rocklar.d.
Julv 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods collector's office while tlie limited
supply lasts. Otherwise tax payers
Festival, Rockland.
must send to the collector's office
The male members of the Tyler in Augusta.
School Parent-Teachers Associawtll meet Thursday and Friday
The Chamber of Commerce will
night to paint the projection room Institute a program on WRKD
at the school's auditorium.
this evening.
First speaker in
what is Intended to be a weekly
The regular monthly meeting program will be Executive Nathan
of the Knox County Unit of the C. Fuller.
National Association of Postmas
ters will be held in Knox Hotel.
Mrs. John Watts had as weekend
Thomaston, Thursday
evening, guest. Mrs Sidney Smith of Bruns
Jan. 15 at 7 p. m. All Postmasters wick.
throughout the county are cor
BORN
dially Invited to attend.
Newhall—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
Knox Oounty Camera Club met 8, to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Newhall,
a daughter—Mary France--.
at the studio of Carroll Thayer
Hocking—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
Berry. Rockport, Tuesday night, 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Darold B. Hock
with 30 members and guests pres ing ol Thomaston, a son.
Leonard—At Camden Community
ent. The application for member
Hospital. Jan. 3. to Mr. and Mrs
ship of David P. Bicknell of Rock James G. Leonard, a son
land, was accepted. Six color slides
DIED
were selected from a large number
Annls—At Camden Jan 6. Guy
submitted, for entry In a national
color slide contest. Mrs. George P H. Annis, Simonton Corner, Rock'
port, age 60 years. Masonic servNorwood of Rockport demonstrated
portrait lighting, using life models Laite Funeral Home, Camden. In
terment will be at West Rockport
for the purpose.
Cemetery. Rev. Carl Small ofBclatRed Cross Shoe Sale this week Ing.
Kent—At Rockland, Jan. 8, Wil
only at the Quality Shoe Shop.
liam W. Kent age 65 years. Fu
3-4 neral Sunday at 2 p. m. from Davts
CARD OF THANKS
Funeral Home, 558 Main St.
GILBERT HARMON
I wish to thank all my good
The Jessie Aylward Hat Shop
Thayer—At Warren, Jan. 7. Mrs. friends
and relatives for their
Josie
B.
Thayer,
widow
of
Capt.
Clearance Sale on all hats; 376
acts of kindness, gifts and
ANO
Thayer, age 77 years, 9 many since
Main Street, over the Paramount Elisha
I have been ill and at
months. 11 days. Private funeral cards
Christmas
I
also
wish
to
thank
Restaurant.
4-lt '■ervices Friday at 2 p. tn. at Sim
DAVID A. NICHOLS
the WSCS. of Methodist Church
mons Funeral Home. Interment in for lovely- basket of fruit at Christ
Special introductory offer on Leonard Cemetery.
mas time. My sincere thanks to
ANNOUNCE
Larrabee—At Camden, Jan. 5, each and every one of you. God
UH. News and World' Report, 26
Elthu
Larrabee,
age
80
years.
-Fu

bless you all.
Daniel R. Yates.
waeks $2 67; good till July 1. Subs,
THE FORMATION OF A PARTNERSHIP
neral Friday- at 2 p. m. from the | Camden, Maine.
4-lt
to ail other magazines taken, with Laite Funeral Home, Camden, with
FOR
THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF LAW
appreciation. Prompt and courte Rev R, Edson Burschell offleiat- ,
CARD OF THANKS
ous service. Call or write Sher "«•
“
Un‘
we w*h to thank the members
UNDER THE NAME OF
tan s
Penobscot. View Grange, espewood E. Frost, 158 No Main St., tan iu!W
'm ™tCSr!<'laUy Oarroll and BerU Wixson.
Tel. liai-J.
3*8 nehus H. Dailey, age 89 yearn FuQrotton. and aU th&e
neral ftoturday at 2 p. m. from; the , who
for nlalcilx our an.
L!?,iteDFunora/
I niversary such a wonderful success,
GAME PARTY
KNOX COUNTY TRUST BUILDING
with Rev. Ralph H. Champlin olfi-.| and aiso our g<xxj friends for the
EVERY FRIDAY
elating. Burial will be in Moun- | many gifts and
cards,
especially
and
CAMDEN, MAINE
tain View Cemetery
At 7J» P. M.
the Orange, Anderson Auxiliary’.,
TOWER ROOM
Ruth Mayhew Tent, the Educa-;
January
1.
1953
CARD OF THANKS
tional Club, Edwin Libby Relief;
COMMUNITY BUILDING
I wish to thank all my friends Corps, and Past Presidents of Re- j
Answices Knights tf Columbus
who
sent
me
gifts
and
cards
at
lief Corps and those who took part | pYYYYYYYYYVAYYYYYYYY\\YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYNYYYYYYYYYVWj»
lg-T&Th-tl
Christmas.
in the program.
Sgt. Miles C. Cramer,
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard.
North Korea, Dec. 27, 1952
4-lt
4-lt

Warning that juvenile delin
quency will result in neatly 1500,000 children being picked up by po
lice annually by 1960 unless present
trends are lowered, Martha M.
Eliot, MB., chief of the US. Chlidren’s Bureau, today urged P.TA.'s
nationwide to study the problem
and work for correctives in their
communities.
Dr. Eliot predicted the increase
over tlie 1.000.0CO children a year
now “coming to the attention of
the police." even if delinquency
ratio to child population remains I The tightest closed mind is usu
unchanged, since census figures { ally equipped with the loosest open
show there will be to percent more mouth.
children, ages 10 to 17, than at the I
The year 1952 has given you its
start of the decade
finest gift If it has taught you to
Greatly increased rates of ju
be kind.
venile arrests in the last four years
were cited, however, by the noted
Tlie noticeable thing about famChildren s Bureau chief, to indi- - jy trees is their need for pruning.
cate need for study of the prob-----------------lem and action to obtain communA law is not judged by the numity correctives.
| per it jails, but by the number It j
Dr. Eliot announced that the keeps righteous.

HARMON AND NICHOLS

I JORDAN and GRANT j

CLAYT BITLER

4

Wants to See YOU About

MARKET

TELEVISION
157-tf

745 Main Street

Tel. 17

Rockland. Maine

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN.
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

SMALL’S
UPPER PARK STREET.

CUBE STEAK

Round — Heavy
Western Beef

lb. 69c

FRANKFORTS

Armour’s Skinless
Banner

lb. 39c

White
Honeycomb

lb. 39c

TRIPE

ROCKLAND.

POT ROAST

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

Top Round

Corned Beef

Lamb Fores

Steak

lean boneless brisket

lb. 39c

lb. 75c

lb. 55c
Large

Rib Steak
lb. 49c

Native Fowl
lb. 39c

Pork Chops
Bret Center Cut*

Beef Liver

BURPEE

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TEL8. JW-624-M
lM-llt UMEROCK ST.
MfClff AND, ME.

1-tf

lb. 65c

Veal Roast

lb. 59c

lb. 65c
Boneless Chuck

Rump Steak

LEAN ALL BEEF

Pot Roast or
Stew Beef

lb. 79c

lb. 45c

lb. 59c

Hamburg

rft

Chicken Livers

Fresh or
Frozen

lb. 89c

Chicken Hearts

Fresh or
Frocen

lb. 29c

LARD, Pure ..........................
CORN, Cream Style, 303 Can ..
APPLE-TRU ........................
SCOTT TISSUE, New ............

25c
29c
21c
25c

NO JUNK!
AT THE
UVARRPN I lAW^ AilPTIDN
’’Hnntlv LlUifO HU-vl lure

January 16

ITS RT PERRY'SfeMARKET
WHERE THEY ARE DRIVING PRICES
\ .

DOWN /

™ ' A 4 . , & A •>
U. 8. Grade No. 1

LEAN FRESH GROUND

Corned Beef

Potatoes

HAMBURG

1? OZ. TIN

47c

69e pk.

49c lb.

Fresh Urlsp

TALL TINS

FRESH NATIVE

4 for 55c

CUT CHICKEN
$1.19 ea.

Carrots
2 bchs. 19c

Armour’s

Milk

Libby’s Strained

LITTLE PIG

FRESH SHOULDERS
39c lb.

Florida

Baby Food
4 for 39c
Kid Glove I Boned)

Chicken

Mellorlpe

Bananas
2 lbs. 23c

67c

PURE PORK SLICED

Salmon

SAUSAGE
29c lb.

TALL CAN

REGULAR GRADE

49c

FRANKFORTS
45c lb.

Pink

Maine Park

Peas
2 for 25c
Seotl

Tissue
2 for 25c
All Flavors

Jello

SUGAR CURED

25c

Pickles

Old Sooth Trested

Orange Juice
6 OZ. TINS

HEAVY WESTERN

CHUCK ROAST
59c lb.

35c

Coffee
77c lb.

JElfJervi

POLLOCK
21c lb.

Jelly
Doughnuts

NOTE
We Still Have
PAINT

MEDIUM EGGS
53c doz.

QUART JAR

Or

6 for 29c

NATIVE

SLACK SALTED

SPECIALS!
Brownies

SUCED BACON
39c lb.
PIGS’ LIVER
29c lb.

Tissues

19c

BAKERY

Strawberry

t02
ANGEL SKIN

Lettuce

SALT PORK
2 lbs. 29c

3 for 25c

29c

Fresh Crisp

DRY BACK

FRESH SLICED

Preserve

Tangerines
29c doz.

2 for 29c

PERRY’S

.. 2 lbs.
.. 2 for
............
.. 2 for

Opl. Adalbert Norwood left Sat
urday to return to the Quantico,
Va.. Marine base, after a fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard L. Norwood of War
ren.
•• • •
The new address of Arnold
Wiley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alford
Wiley of North Warren, who has
been transferred from Germany to
England, is as follows: Pvt. Arnold
A. Wiley, R A. 11241747, 32 AAA
Brig., APO 179. % Postmaster
N Y.. N. Y.

AND IT ECHOES fill OVERTOWN

Sweet Mixed

lb. 59c

Veal Chops
Fresh

Heavy Western Beef 11
Lean. Boneless

Service Notes
Morgan Barbour, A/l«t class,
from the Brookley Air Force Base
in Mobile, Ala., is passing a fur
lough at North Warren with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Baroour. In March. Barbour will go
into aviation cadets for pilot train
ing.
• • • •

IF YOU HEAR ft TREMENDOUS CRUSH

12 OZ. JAR

FREE PARKING — FREE PARKING

I Children'? Bureau, concerned over
I so many youngsters taking to nar
cotics and crime, lias organized a
' campaign with the following four
I goals:
"1—To get at the facts of Juve
nile delinqeney, its prevention and
I treatment;
"2--To set forth new statements
of standard practices for the care
of delinqent children;
“3—To arouse the public to find
’ out whot ** happening to deltnquent children and take steps to
improve whatever practices are not
up to standard; and
“4—To encourage closer coopera
tion among local, state, and na
tional agencies that deal with the
problem."

In Quart* and Gallon*
AT

HALF RETAIL

PRICE

New Swansdewn
YELLOW

Cake Mix
REGULAR Me
THIS SALE

26c
Pretex

Toilet Tissue
4 roll pkg. 37c

MARKET

SHOP AND SAVE WHERE YOU CAN

PARK YOUR CAR
XXXYYXYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYNYYYYYYV

STOP*SHOP<SAUE

AMPLE PMKINfi

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Four

night and New Year’s visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pendleton. Fla., after a short stay here. On
PORT CLYDE
his parents, Mr. and Mra Howard
Sr. A meeting will follow the sup her way north, she was met ln
Mrs. Bird Powell and slater, Mra Meservey. Sr.
UNION
WARREN
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Boston by her brother, who came to
per.
Kenneth Hamilton and children
Irving Fields ls boarding with
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
AT .inc A L. STARRETT
Rev Bruce P. Cummings, accom Warren with her.
have gone South. Mrs. Powell driv Mr. and Mrs. Leland Martz
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Correspondent
panied by Rev. James Daglno, pas
Mr*. Annie Atkins Spear
ing In her car.
Telephone 10-24
Albert Heath ls out after being
Telephone 48
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
tor of the Littlefield Memorial
Arron 8immons has arrived in ^^med
the house by illness.
Mrs. Annie Atkin* 8pear, 79,
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
i i
'I.Chufch In Rockland, attended the
California where he has employ- j Mr and Mrs Ralph Robbins
widow
of
William
Spear,
died
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three line* Inserted
Woman's Community Club pro
Interest Is gathering in the coming Tuesday session of the two-day
and Mrs. Maynard
•nee for M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
Christmas night, at the home of gram planned for Jan. 13 has been ment. His address is 701 Seventh vlslted
Warren Lions Club auction set for evangelism clinic conducted at the
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry after changed somewhat, with weather avenue, San Diego. % Eugene Col Brown Sunday at Appleton.
the 16 of this month at Glover Ellsworth Baptist Church In ElisFive small words to a line.
an illness of a week, though her and traveling permitting a dinner lins. If his many friends wish to
Special notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e. advertisements
Hall. The chairman. Merrill Payson, worth by Dr. Howard Joslyn.
health had been failing the past will be served 12.30 p. m. at Mrs. write.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
reports some very worthy articles
Mrs. Dana H. Smith. Sr., com
office for handling, cost 25 cento additional.
several months. Since 1950. when Marie Butler this same date. For
Mrs. Corine Perkins of Warren,
are pouring in already, with more mittee member of the Lincoln Asshe lost in March, her historic home further details please contact Mrs.
ORFF’S CORNER
■ Mrs. Marion Manner and Mias
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
needed of course to balance the at- sociation
of
Congregational
at Atkins comer, and its contents Butler.
Mr. and Mra. Albert Reed (Evelyn Avis Maloney of Wilton recently
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
tractions for both men and women. Churches, attended a meeting of
of priceless antiques, which had
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
and the juvenile department. Looks the Church Building-Loan Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yodeor and Simmons) and Lester Simmons called on Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe MarALL MUST BE PAID FOR
been handed down through the two_ch"iidren_of Goshen," Ind?. were; spent* the holiday* with their shall.
like
fun
aplenty,
when
it
comes
to
Committee
held
Tuesday
night
at
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
family, she had been comfortably overnight guests Friday night at' parents. Mr. and Mrs. Pearle Sim-1 Fred Nord ls building a hen. pen
the 16. It may be a chance to get the Congregational Church in Wisaccount* with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Word.—Five ta a
located with the Perrys, who were Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nichols.
mon*.
are ,n the 8ervlce ftnd Mr Nord recenUy bought *
bargains. too.
casset.
neighbors.
new Ford truck.
and stationed In Virginia.
Kupples
Klub
of
Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ohtonen obWhit*
Ora’^ >*neflt
Mrs. Spear kept her ’ Interest*
Sunday callers at Frank Miller's
Announcements
have
been
recard party will be held Saturday
Church plan to meet Jan. 22 with
EGGS & CHICKS served their 31st wedding anniver night with Mr. and Mrs. Irven through her last years as one Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes, Mr. I cleved of the birth of a son, Ray- were: Mrs. Arthur Wyllie of South
FOR SALE
sary. Christmas Eve. by entertain
younger would have done, and the and Mrs. William Robbins, program mond Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Warren. Mrs. Florence Seven and
MILLS Hatchery now open. Sex- ing the following guests at a din Gammon.
36 PT. Boat. 10 ft. 4 In. beam. 3
close friendships made during her committee; Mr. and Mrs. Holman E^ery of Wytopitlock. on Dec. 28. Roy Vose. daughters Beverly and
Miss Sadie Gammon has reft. draft, for sale Pour years old. link Chicks for sale, pullets, I ner party. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
life were kept to the end.
Robbins. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge
Emer>'- the former Evelyn BTenda of pleasant Polnt and
Cedar strip construction.
Built cockerels or straight run. Maine- I Walsanen and daughter. Sonja, and
B**ton Un verslW- BosMrs. Spear, member of the Bap
Peck,
is well known here, where she Mrs. Charles Murphy of the village.
extra heavy, fully found. 10 watt.. US. Approved Pullorum Clean. Bred Mr. and Mrs. Henry Laukka and ton'
after P®fsin« the holt- tist Church for 63 years, was born Fossett, Mr. and Mrs. George Day.
Roy Vose of Pleasant Point is
radio
telephone.
Fathometer,, for high egg production. Order
conducted Daily Vacation Bible
supper
committee.
daughter,
Darlene.
|
here
her
P
5
™'
Junior. Grey marine 2:1 reduction ( now for choice of dates. BYRON
in Warren, April 20. 1873, daugh
helping Frank Miller repair a hen
Orient
Chapter.
OES.
food
sale
Scll<K>I
«'
veral
>'
eara
and
Mrs.
irven
Gammon.
MILLS,
Waldoboro,
Me.
Tel.
51-3
gear. Now lobsterlng. TEL. 121 .
152tf
Members of the Warren Lion's
Dana H anrith. Sr., who has ter of L. Kendall and Helen Thomas Saturday. Jan 10 at Cunning- I
Vellis Meaner. Mrs. James pen.
or write Box. 163. Vinalhaven.
4*6 1 MAINE-U. S. Approved Pullorum Club, who visited the Wiscasset been a patient at the Mt. Alto Hos- Atkins. She leaves one daughter, ham's store at 1.30 p m
I Stewart and daughter Sandra and i Bertha Jameson was a business
Miss Ruth McKinley left Tues- 'Mrs Amber 01111(15 mTe In Damarl-| visitor in Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Wilhelmlna Fogg of Win
DRY Slabwood for sale, stove Clean Black sex-link pullet Chicks Llons Club, at the Ledges, In Wis- pltlai ln Washington, D. C., has
for
sale,
from
eggs
produced
by
our
chester,
Mass.,
a
grandson.
John,
day to return to Wheelook College, scotta Friday.
lengths, delivered, $10 per load,
casset, Monday night were: Paul returned to his home here. He was
own breeders. Bred for high pro
in Simsibury, Conn., a great grand- Boston, after the Christmas vaoaapprox, one cord. BOB ROGERS. duction
GLEN COVE
Mr- and ^rs Norman Gray ar.d ,
and excellent livability. Dillaway, King Lion, Alden John- accompanied home by Mrs. Smith
Tel. 257-M3.
_______4*6 JAMESON
( ^(h hpr
ntg Mr Miss Mary Lou Oray of Hallowell' Mr. and
Perry and
id Mrs. Arthur P
palled to Washington by daughter, a brother, Charles Atkins Won
POULTRY
FARM. ston, B. J. Pellicani, Merrill Payof Oamden, nieces and nephews and and Mrs. Robert McKinley. ’
’ I were recent callers at- the
— •home
— of
— IJ -. ----—------ --Mank
—-•of—War—
Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon
PAINT Sprayer, tank type com Waldoboro, Maine. Tel. 163. 3*8 son, Chester Wallace, Vernal WaliUne86 and who was
" Friendlv B Club met Wednesday Mr- and Mrs R-uj-mond Hutchins ren were Sunday guests of Mrs.
pressor, 1/3 h.p. motor and spray
lace and George Ingraham.
during her stay there, of her son- several cousins.
gun. $50. for sale; also Snowshoes
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings con
WANTED
Miss Inza Peabody returned to- m-iaw and daughter Mr. and Mrs.
12x42 in.. $10. Barny & Berry Shoe
from a few days in Belmont, Mass..
Roger Crowell of Poland was a
day to Kent's Hill, Readfleld, after Rupert Beattie in Arlington. Va. ducted funeral services Sunday, at j^]]^
Bkates. size 11, $4; and Flexible
SMALL Children wanted to
the Baptist Church, and burial was
Runner Sled. $4 50; 54 RANKIN board, days only. TEL. 1301-R. passing the Christmas vacation
Mts. John Baxter entertained the called there by the accident which caller at C. E. Gregory's, Thursday.
smith is gaining in health.
befell her sister, Mrs. Cecil Ludwig.! Mr. and Mrs. William Chester
made at Riverview Cemetery. The
Street.
_______ 4*lt city.
*
____
4*6 with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Auxiliary of the American Legion
bearers were: Carl Perry, Vernon Tuesday night.
I
*p en . ornery
Mr and Mrs. Charles Light, Miss and son John have returned from
"SHOPSMTTH" is not a combina
ROOM and Board wanted by Clarence Peabody, in this town.
Funeral services for the late Mank. Raymond and Donald Kention. but Instead the only real Coastguardsman. Must be close to
Vannah,
Miss Carol New York, where they spent the
Maynard Lucas is at home for a Carolyn
"Better
Button
Holes
”
will
be
multi-purpose power tool built. town. TEL. 15S0
Stephen 8. Oomery, 70. who died nlston.
4*6
Petocchi, Miss Elizabeth Elwell. I holidays.
few
days
’
rest.
Bee lt at W D. HEAWS. "next the
the subject to be taken up Tues- guddenly
16 ln Mlami, Fia.,
GENERAL
Housework
and
Mrs. Warren Barrows, Linda
Harry C. Wyllie
Friendly Circle January meeting Vernon Hutchins and Wayne Keene
Village Green", Camden. Me.__ 4-9
held the foU<wing ga^ay,
Cleaning by hour wanted. TEL. day at the January meeting of the
were entertained at the home of1 Barrows and Niel have been conHarry
C.
Wyllie,
89
of
this
town.
J
and
dinner
Tuesday
was
well
atFURNITURE and misc. items for 1448-J.
4*lt ! Warren Extension Association held at the simmon6 p^era, home ln
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell Friday - fined to the house by illness,
sale. Girls' Coats, sizes 12 and 16.
Bruce p Cumming, a retired dairy farmer, died Dec. j tended. Several interesting reMAN wanted for Rawleigh busi at the Congregational Chapel. Din- thu
night in honor of Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Charles L. Oregory has re$5 each. TEL. 219-M.________ 4*6
nUrS‘^ h™e'J «>>rta
™ t"™
ness in City of Rockland and ner committee for the day will be officlat€d' &nd interment was made 27/ *n “
j turned to her position after being
ONE-Half Horse three-phase mo Thomaston or South Lincoln Coun Mrs. EM Hudson, Mrs. Margaret M the Faln-lew cemeterv. The where h®
bee" apatlcnt for I A committee was appointed to plan Light’s birthday.
tor, and one-quarter horse Motor i ty. Sell to 1500 families. Write
The many friends of Mrs. Cecil I confined to the house for a week
for sale. Also Plumber’s Furnace. today. RAWLEIGH'S. Dept. MEA- Gardiner. Mrs. Marion Sanborn. bearers Wrp. Lee w. Wallteri Be„. three weeks. Mr. Wyllie was born for some means of raising funds for Ludwig of Belmont, Mass., and j by illness.
in Warren, Oct. 6. 1863. the son of several needed improvements.
TEL. 406-R.__________________ 3*5 162-SA. Albany, N. Y. _______4T and Mrs Olive Saunders.
jamln Starrett. Clarence Spear and John E. and Sarah Cushing Wyllie. | Friends of Rev. Edward Webber, Orff's Corner are grieved to hear
PARLOR Hub Heater for sale.
SUN OIL COMPANY
The Fireside Class will meet for Ronald Messer. Members of the St
WEST WALDOBORO
For many years since the death of former Methodist pastor, are sorry of her fall which resulted ln a
Good condition. RAYEB CRAFT
OFFERS $54 A WEEK
a 630 supper Friday night with George Lodge of Masons, with
Mrs. Flora Oenthner of Bremen
SHOP. 14 Prescott St
____ 3*5
his brother Ralph, he had made to learn of his death at his home broken hip. Mrs. Ludwig was hos
WHILE
- -------------------r
which the deceased was affiliated.
pitalized in Massachusetts General ls spending the winter with her
TRAINING
1946-DODGE lti-ton stake body
his home with his niece, Mra. in Dover-Foxcroft Sunday.
REAL ESTATE
j attended in a body.
For a business of your own, earn
Truck for sale. Excellent condi
Hospital for several weeks.
sister, Mrs. Dora Waltz.
Ronald Messer and her husband, ■—............... - ............ ■.
tion. H. TURNER, RFD 3. Wal while you learn. Trained mer
Mr. Oomery, native of Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Keene at
George Crane spent the holiday
at
Oyster
River.
Funeral
services
were
conducted
doboro. Tel. 94-4.
3*5 chandisers work closely with you
ETGHT-Room House for sale full and
Comery, had been living
tended the Taylor-Levensaler wed- and weekend with hl« grandparents.
to
assure
your
success.
Locations
He
leaves
one
brother,
Albion
Monday
at
2
p.
m.
at
the
Simmons
bath
and
sun
porch,
also
restau""MEAT Display Case for sale; 6 ft. Immediately available at Rockland rant, seating 14,Across street, fully ln Mlam1' Fla" flve >’eara' and was
ding in Tliomaston on New Years' 1 Mr. and Mrs. John Crane, ln Brunsfront, 6 ft. high. A-l condition. and Camden. Me., For appointment equipped. For information write employed as night clerk at the Wyllie of Brooks and two sisters. Funeral home here, with Rev. Bruce Eve.
| wick.
Write P O. BOX 184. Friendship. PHONE Camden 2169 Monday
Mrs. Jessie Walker of Warren and P. Cummings officiating. Burial was
MRS. R. B. ULMER. Port Clyde. Vereen Hotel there. He had made
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson j Mrs. Fannie Waltz entertained
2*4
through Friday 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
4’9 many friends during his stay there Mrs. Grace Andrews of Thomas- made at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery,
spent a few days with relatives ln the Wesley Society last Thursday
A COAT of imported black Per or Write P. O. Box 1487, Portland.
„
.
, ...
. ton and several nieces and nep- East Warren.
sian Lamb Cloth for sale. Nearly
Mr. Whitney was born at East Dexter last week.
afternoon with ten present. The
3-5 IF YOU WISH TO BUY OR »^Waa^?n_W"^.t?e„SOn.if, hews.
ts good as new. TEL. 1286-J
James and Ann McGrath Oomery I
Miss Carolyn Vannah of Ply- next meeting will be held with
SELL
CONSULT
Funeral
services
were
held
Dec.
Warren.
June
4.
1881.
His
work
had
2*4
and was formerly a conductor here!
at the Simmons Funeral home been about that neighborhood, with mouth, Mass., has been the guest, Mrs. Bessie Creamer Jan 15.
1948 ENGLISH Austin for sale,
Picture Framing
West’s Farm Agency, Inc. on the R. T. and C. Railway, since 29
j Mr. and Mrs. Irving 8mlth of
here with Rev. Bruce P Cummings Leslie Packard at the mill, and for of her sister. Mrs. Calvin Elwell.
good condition, good rubber, ceil
Farms - Homes discontinued. Later he was em- r
Miss Lois Kimball of Richmond 1 Round Pond visited last Thursday
ing price $609, for quick sale. $375:
Business Propositions
officiating.
Interment
was
made
at
T.
J.
Carroll
and
others.
Nearest
ployed In dental offices In Lynn,'
aho 1938 Chevrolet Truck, good
MRS. FAYE SMITH, Rep.
the Newcomb Cemetery and the surviving relative is a cousin, Mrs has returned after spending the with Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash.
Mass., and Hartford, Conn. A few
rubber, good condition, $75. TEL.
Telephone 2754 Camden
week with her sister, Mrs. Ray
Mr. and Mra. Morgan Krah and
bearers were: John and William John Burns of Rockland.
Warren 80-22.
2*4
149-eoTh-tf years before going to Florida, he
mond Hutchins.
three children of Sheepscot were
Anderson, Arthur Young and
------------------GLENWOOD Range, with or
FOR SALE
and Mrs.
.
Mrs Comery conducted a j
Mrs. John Rogers has returned Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
City of Caves
witnout oil burner, coll and 30 gal.
Nice country home near town roonun- liouie at 93 Hlgh streeti Charles Pease, neighbors of the
Vladivostok, Soviet Russia's Far from a visit with relatives in Hart Kenneth Krah.
hot water tank for sale. Excellent
with modern kitchen and bath,
. ’
deceased.
Eastern bastion, is a city whos* ford, Conn
condition. TEL Thom. 157-11.
Mr. and Mrs. Miltpn Eugley have
wood lot with some pulp and tim- P°”ia™
Charlra H. Whitney
reaj might lies underground in the
2*4
ber and few acres of field; 4 rooms
Besides his widow, the former
returned from Florida and taken
CROSS
Charles H. Whitney, 71. retired surrounding hills. Aircraft hangars,
and bath on flrrt floor; 2 sleeping Bertha Nicholson, he leaves a couCOLEMAN Cabinet Heater for
an apartment ln Ralph Eugley1*
SOUTH HOPE
TEL.
82 Limerock St,
TEL.
rooms on 2nd floor, tor of prop- Kln,
stelIa 00^^ o{ Warren. laborer and native of East Warren, subterranean ammunition depots.
sale. Also Fur Coat. TEL. Thom
house.
133$
Rockland, Me.
1129
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carroll
Frost
and
supply
dumps
and
troop
quarters
aston 248-3
2-4
^Nelr oentrklWlowtlOTa' duplex Mri- Comery. who came north with jdied last Friday night ln Rockland.
___________ ______ _
25-Th-tf
Mrs. Madelene Crane and son
are
buried
in
huge
man-made
four
children
of
Lincolnville
were
LADY'S Hudson Seal-skin Goat,
for good investment. One-story the body, later returned to Miami, ‘ after an illness there of three days. '‘'^“^"Nat'ionaf Geographic SoGeorge and Miss Shirley Eugley
recent
dinner
guest*
of
Mr.
and
about size 16. for sale; also KelMAN wanted with High School house has 3 furnished rooms and
ciety reports.
were ln Boston last week and at
vinator Refrigerator. 5 or 6 cu. ft.
Mrs. R. E. Robbins.
bath and 4 unfurnished rooms and
both in good condition. Prices rea education for doorman and other bath. Income about $75 per month.
tended the Ice Capade*.
Visitors
at
the
Hemenway-Oxwork.
Apply
In
Person
only,
to
Leon
Trotsky
sonable
MAURICE McKUSIC.
Reasonable price.
Mrs. Mamie Waltz of Gross Neck
ton
home
Friday
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
MGR
,
KNOX
THEATRE,
Rock

61 Suffolk St Tel. 411-J.
2-4
Leon Trotsky was exiled from
An established retail business
visited
last Tuesday with Mra. Dor*
land.
3-5
Will
Gregory
and
Walton
Oxton
Russis in 1924—but this waj not
GLENWOOD Parlor Heater for
consisting of hardware, groceries
BACHELOR would like to share and building material. Buildings ,
final. He suffered some further of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Waite.
sale, large size, coal or wood; also
expulsions before he stsrted for Jesse Keller of Rockville.
suitable for garage or workshop. his four-room Apt. with couple who and land at reasonable prioe; stock |
$25. L. W. McCARTNEY, East have living room furniture. Share at Inventory price. Terms may be
Mexico where ho was murdered
(Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath and
expenses.
Write
L.
A.,
%
The
Cou

Warren Rd.. Thomaston.
2*4
arranged A good deal for some
ln 1940.
Miss Beatrice Alderman have re
rier-Gazette,
or
call
931
-R.
3-5
one. See F H. WOOD, Court
FOR RENT
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases
turned from a trip to Florida.
3-4
EXPERIENCED Driver ln Win House.
Gratitude
for sale. LLOYD'S PHARMACY,
Single, modern 7-room
Miss Lorraine Luoe returned to
Main St.
ltf ter weather wanted to accompany
La Jolla, Cal., Evangelical Lu
lady going to Orlando, Fla., after MISCELLANEOUS
theran church has a bronze plaque North Union Sunday, after spend house, furnished, also ga
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage the
New Year. Man preferred.
announcing lt was built “with the ing a few days with her brother-inmodel ln excellent condition. 4 EMERY. Tel. 435-W3.
167tf
Adults
TYPEWRITER Repairing, at 75
help and diligence of the honey law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Frank rage on Rt. 1.
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg
BROAD ST.
4*lt
Co., 860
156-tf
bee." Leading donors were an M Willis.
preferred.
Oconomowoc, Wis., couple who
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Miss Sarah Dennison of Malden.
prospered in the beo business.
Trap Stock, largest supply In
—
WANTED
—
Mass, was the recent guest of her
Elmer C. Davis
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
sister, Mrs. Velma Hasting* and
OOMPANY, Rockland. Tel. 303.
Plan Meals
Experienced
FARNSWORTH BUILDING
12Btf
To spend food dollars wisely, family.
SHORTHAND
TEL. 77
meals should be planned ahead of
Bookkeeper
1947 PONTIAC for sale; radio,
Mr. and Mrs Fred Hastings and ROCKLAND, ME.
Yes, Shorthand is Worth REAL
154-tf
heater.
Priced reasonable; 116
time, with the homemaker com two children of Houlton were overMONEY these days! Women,
Capable
of
Taking
Charge
of
winnnnnarinnnnnnnaoooooai
No. Main St. PHONE 610
128tf
bining a knowledge of supplies and
married or single, are greatly
Full Set of Books.
prices.
needed for office positions. Y’on
GOOD SALARY
Charter N*. 1142
Reserve District N*. I
ran learn Speedwriting in jnat a
Apply ln own handwriting
TO LET
REPORT
OF
CONDITION
few
weeks!
Those
Who
Ride
stating education and experience
Call, phone or write for details
America's 44.000.000 motorists
APARTMENT to let, 5 rooms,
— OF THE —
WRITE J. R.
Daid an average of 282.36 in taxes
heat CALL 1051-R._____ 4’6
ROCKLAND
SCHOOL
% Courier-Gazette
to own and operate their vehicles
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
FIVE Booms and bath to let.
OF COMMERCE
last year.
OF THOMASTON
Newly decorated; 172 Camden St.
TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST.
TEL. 758—J
3—5
In the State of Maine, at the eloee of business on December 31, 1952.
4*6-7
DON'T DIG!
Dead Weed
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency, under
THREE-Room Apt, with bath to
INSTRUCTION, Male. Will talk
All kind* of Pipe*. Sewers and
It has been found that decayed Section 5211, U. 8. Revised Statutes.
let at once. MILDRED STETSON, Drains.
to
reliable
men,
mechanically
In

Cleaned
electrically.
wood
ii
a
valuable
addition
in
a
cer

21 Knox St.. Thomaston.
3*5 PETER ALEXANDER TeL Bel clined. who want to train spare
ASSETS
tain fibre board becauie ol the Cash, balances with other banks, Including reserve balance,
TWO-Room Apt., attractively fast 731-W.
153*9 time for welding metal work rebonding
reatn
It
containa.
and cash Item* ln process of collection ................................ ’ 555 213 53
flnlshing ln Auto Body-Fender Re
furn. to let on Camden. St. with
OIL Burner* wanted to clean.
bath and elec, refrig. CALL 1219. Price $3. FIX-IT SHOP, 138 Oam pairing, Auto Engine Tune-Up In
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed 1801 69688
Conservation
WIU
Pay
cluded. Will not Interfere with
3tf den St. Tel. 1091-W.
Obligations of States and political subdivisions ...................... 206069 70
125tf your job. For Information and
A soil conservkdon farm plan in Corporate stocks (Including $6750.00 stock of Federal Reserve
CENTRAL. Comfortable Room to
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work Free Book, give addreas, age,
Colorado can pay for itself in five
Bank)
............... ;......................................
6,750.00
let, ln Portland. Long or short done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 working hours.
Write AUTO
to eight years through extra earn Loans and discount* (including none overdrafts) .
68187699
stay. MRS. A. H. PILLSBURY. Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel. GRAFTS TRAINING, % The Cou
ing!
per
acre,
experta
say.
Bank premises owned $5600.00, furniture and fixture* $6319.10
11919 10
231 High St.. Portland
3*5 1680 EVA AMES.
157*5 rier-Gazette
3*5
Other assets
6.408.27
FURNISHED Apt. three rooms
IRON. Steel, Metal, Rag* and
and shower to let; 25 Orange St. Batterle* wanted. MORRIS GOR
Total
Assets
FOR A BUSINESS CAREER
$3980,06492
TEL, 1713—iR
2tf DON 5e SON, 6 Leland St, Tel.
LIABILITIES
DAY OR
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to 123-W.
98tf
SCHOOL
Demand deposit* of individual*, partnerships, and corpora
EVENING
let. TEJL 915-J
ltf
tion* ............................................... . .......... . .....................
003.35496
DONT discard your old or
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
The reserve of power you want when the going sud
Time deposit* of individuals, partnerships, and corporation* 1836964 74
UNFURN 4-room heated Apt. antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
Without
Nagging
Backache
Deposits
of
United
States
Government
(Including
postal
denly gets tougher is here in this new Ford Tractor.
to let. thermostatic control, elec NEWMAN for restoring and reOF COMMERCE
Narring backache, loaa of pepandenerrr.
savings) ...................... ......................................................
2989 93
Tel. Telephone 148
kitchen range, elec, refrtg., hot and flnishing; 48 Masonic St.
245 Main SL
Just take a look at its new Ford “Red Tiger" engine
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
1106-M
ltf
cold water, flush. $8 per week;
3-4*6
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
90594 49
and you’ll see why.
Other deposits (certified and cashier’s checks, etc)
kidney function is very important to good
4 Rankin S».. over Carr's Store
1.049.70
health. When some everyday condition, such
^uTOt??^.POStt8 .................................................... $2,924,853 22
TEI,. 25 after 6 p. m. or before
You’ll see a new overhead valve engine, with big
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
as stress and strain, causes this important
Other
liabilities
...............................
.
..........
839 p. mltf
function to slow down, many folks Buffer nag
Service and Repair. Write or Call
390090
bore and short stroke that cuts the travel of each
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
258 Water St.. Auguata, Tel. 3770 or
FOUR-Room downstairs Apt for
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
piston approximately 5 miles in a working day, re
Total Liabilities ........... ....... .............
Rockland
Rep..
John
C.
Be
nson
.
$2927853.22
cause getting up nights or f requent passages.
rent, complete with bath, livingducing friction and helping to make possible greater
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Don t neglect your kidneys if these condi
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL.
room oil burner, kitchen combina
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pilh-a mild
Capital
Stock:
S36-W.
144-tf
power
with
new
economy
of
gas
and
oil.
You
’
ll
see
tion range with oil and electricity
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
Common stock, total par $100,000.00 . .............
over 60 years. It’s amazing how many times
Water on meter. Rent $750 per
100,00090
an engine with big, rotating exhaust valves, new
Surplus ............. .............................. z„..............
Doan’s give happy relief from these discomweek; 43 Pacific St. TEL. 1388-W
... 150,000.00
Prescription Service
lightning-fast
governor
and
dozens
of
other
examples
forts-help the 16m ilesof kidneytubes and fil
Undivided
profits
............
.......
.........................
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
during day, after 5. 201-W Adults
ters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!
97.201.30
Reserves ---- -------------------------- ---of advanced engineering. Ignition is completely
Drugs - Sundries
Will Be Checked FREE
only.
______________ 15TO
5900.00
weatherproofed.
All
oil
is
normally
filtered
every
let
FURNISHED
Apts
to
This Week by
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
Total Capital Account* ........................
TEL. 1204
time
around.
The
whole
engine
is
extra
strong,
extra
....
352.30130
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Factory Representative
273 MAIN STREET
140tf
rigid as well as extra powerful.
OF ROCKLAND
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts ............................. $3880 064 52
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
TEL. 395-M
Nolloe Is hereby given that the
FIVE-ROOM Apt. to let TEL.
MEMORANDA
The more you know about tractor engines, the
93-Th-tfI
irjiual
meeting
of
the
stockholder*
3-S
•15-J.
Amu pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for other
bigger lack you’ll get out of looking over the one
of the First National Bank of
purposes
......
..................
........._______
*
. and Unfurn. Apt*.
Rockland will be held at it* bank State of Maim, County of Knox, u:
in the new Ford Tractor. The more you know about
.................. ..... ...... *
5.000.00
SBCOND-Hand Furniture bought
let Central and No. End locaing rooms on Tuesday. January 13.
and sold. Tel. 1374-W. C. W.
tractors, the better you'll realize that here is the
1
F
?“h,er of the above‘named bank, do solemnly
Inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf
1963.
at
10
o
’
clock
a
m.
to
fix
the
SEWALL
lOTtf
most modem tractor on today’s market Come in
that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
U4DING Machine and Polisher
number of. and elect a Board of swear
belief.
took it overt
today
Directors for the ensuing year and
Bt. Atoo a Wall Paper Steamer,
to transact such Other business a*
| FURNISHED COTTAGES
tire at SEA COAST PAINT
sworn to and subscribed before me this”^aLjDOfPj?n^,
may properly oome before the
. 440 Main St
ltf
MAINE ESTATE
3-4 meeting
ALBERT b ELLIOT, Notary Public.
and 2-room Furnished Apts
SAFETY HARBOR, FLORIDA
Per Order,
I
. Correct—Attert Bt on Willow st. TEL 939 or
I Cleae 4* SL Petersburg. ClearJOSEPH EMERY.
W R VINAL.
lOltf
Cashier.
FARM MACHINERY DIVISION
R~ W. WALSH.
' *a*TTO and mvh—ted furnished
Rockland. Maine.
FRED C. BLACK. 139-tf
UNION, MAINE
December U. 1953.
149-Tb-4
Director*

POWER that Pur-r-r-s
when the going gets tough !

NEW

FORD

TRACTOR

CROSS’
PHARMACY

G. F. PAYSON

far

Wake Up
To More Comfort

Timday-Thurttby-Saturdi*

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 131

Allston Robert' was In Rockland,
for the day, on Friday.
C. S. Roberts of Rockland was
an over-night guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Roberts on Friday.
Ronnie Peterson returned Mon
day from a few days’ visit with his
aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Osgood at Curtis Island light.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson
returned from a two-weeks’
visit with their son and family Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Peterson in Beverly
Oove, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stafford, who
were holiday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Arcy, left Saturday
for their home in San Antonio,
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs Leon Arey were
Rockland visitors on Monday.
Paul Hopkins, son of Mrs.
Pauline Hopkins has entered Maine
Classical Institute, and will con
tinue his studies there.
Mrs. Catherine Stafford Honored
Mrs. Mora Thomas entertained a
group of friends at her home on
Friday afternoon In honor of Mrs.
jfctherlne Stafford of San Antonio,
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Texas. Canasta and samba were
both played, with honors in can
asta going to Mra. Hazel Dyer, and
first prise In samba to Mrs. Mar
garet Rascoe. Refreshments were
served, with a social hour following. Those present were: Mrs Ruth
Ajey, Mrs. Phyllis Ross, Mrs. Tens
Christie, Mrs. Hazel Dyer, Mrs.
Margaret Rascoe. Mrs. Della Sim
mers, Miss Edith Grimes and the
honor guest, Mrs. Catherine Staf
ford.

Matron Doris R. Arey and Associ
ate Matron Eleanor Conway.

NORTH HAVEN

J

MRS BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

Mrs. Grover C Babbidge Is visit
ing her son-in-law Dr. and Mrs.
T R. Sappington at Thomaston,
Ga. On her way South Mrs. Bab
Officers Elected
bidge and Mrs. Ruth Thayer visit
Marguerite Chapter, O£S. held ed relatives In Woroester, Mass.
its regular meeting on Monday
Many people In this fast-moving
night. This was the annual meet
ing. and an election of officers was age have the idea that the world
held, with the following officers owes them a good living.
elected for the ensuing year
Worthy Matron, Eleanor Conway;
worthy patron, Edwin Maddox; as
sociate matron, Doris S. Arey; as
sociate patron, Andrew Gilchrist;
conductress, Beth Webster; associ
ate conductress, Marjorie Conway;
Hilma Webster, treasurer and Isa
bel Oalderwood. secretary. Plans
were discussed for the installation,
which will be held on Feb. 2, and
i Delicious
will be semi-private. During the
Oat Cereal with
meeting a beautiful and Impres
sive memorial service was observed
Maple Syrup right in it!
in memory of the members who
MACE BY THE MAKERS OF MAITEX CEREAL
have passed on during the past
MALTEX COMPANY
year. Following the meeting, re
BURLINGTON, VERMONT
freshments were served by Worthy-

' 4..T.

JOAN CAROL
Fresh Made

WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller enter
tained Friday night to honor of
Mr. and Mra. Hartwell Dowling
(Arlene Keller)' who are spending
a furlough In this vicinity. Other
guests Included Mr. and Mrs. David
Hamalainen, sons Donald and
Robert; Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mrs. Mary Andrews. Mr and
Mrs. Jesse Keller, Glenice Farmer
and Joyce Farmer of Rockville.
Moving pictures and colored slides
were shown, refreshments served.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pendleton
and daughter Diane of Rockland,
accompanied by Mrs. Margaret An
drews, motored to Walpole New
Year’s Day, where they visited Mrs.
Andrews’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rapleye.
Mrs. Elmer Starr and Miss Viola
Starr attended the State 4-H contest at Orono last week. Viola has
now returned to Gorham State
Teachers’ College, where she is a
Sophomore.
A New Year’s Eve card party was
enjoyed at the home of Maurice
Carroll. Lunch was served at mid
night but games were played until
three. Guests were Mr, and Mrs.
Joseph Oerrish, Mr and Mrs Wil
liam Widdecombe, Mr and Mrs.
Henry M. Carroll, Jr., Mr and Mrs.
Donald Carter. Miss Mary Graisbary, Miss Dotty Staples of Rock
port. Rowe CarrolL Billy Widde
combe. and Nora and Maurice Carroll.
Mrs. William Oounce, Mrs. Oliver
Oounce and son Alan were callers
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Woodcock. Thomaston.
Mrs. Virginia Thomas Is em
ployed at Hillcrest Poultry plant in
Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Pryor and

daughters Sally and Joanne have
arrived from Virginia and are at
the home of Mrs Pryor’s mother.
Mra. Charles Gangster. Mr. Pryor
will leave soon for foreign service
tn the Navy. Mrs. Pryor and chil
dren will remain here. Sally is at
tending the local school starting
last Monday.
Mrs. George Parker assisted by
Mrs. Forrest McKinney of Camden
gave a birthday party New Year’s
Day in honor of Mrs McKinney’s
daughter Evelyn, w-ho was three
years old on that day.
The Tuesday Club met this week
at the home c-f Mrs. R. J. Heald
with Mrs. Oliver Oounce as cohostess

DUTCH NECK
Several from here attended the
New Year’s Bail at the High School
auditorium on New Year's Eve.
Mr and Mrs. Austin Wallace
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Strout in Bruns
wick.
Mr. and Mrs- O. Mandahl were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr
and Mrs. Fred Chute and Mrs
Addle Wotton.
Arthur Chute. Mrs. Fred Chute,
Mrs. Addie wotton and daughter,
Rita. Mrs. Mamie Chase, Mrs. Della
Black and two children, and Mr.
and Mrs. Chseter Hayes attended
the social evelving and Watch Night
service at the Methodist’ Church
on New Year’s Eve.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Winchenbaugh were New Years Eve guests
of friends in Augusta.
i Mrs. Arthur Chute, who has been
I ill the past several weeks. Is im
proving.
Mrs. Claude Miller has returned
to her home after visiting at the

PageFto
home of her daughter, Mrs. warren
D. Smith and Mr. Smith to Rock- j
Between
land.
Melville Davis and Miss Betty
The Bookends
Davis were In Belfast one day re- j
cently.
Mrs.
Herman Winohenbaugh, ;
ONE MORNING IN MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Winchenbaugh.
This
“One Morning In Maine” Is
and two children of Rockland, were
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs. g real story, a real Maine sea-coast
story, and the big double-spread
Arthur Chute.
pictures of the gulls and the boats
Chapel Society Met
and the harbor come from a real
The St. Paul’s Chapel Society Maine artist, Robert McCloskey,
met Tuesday night for the regular for the McCloskeys live on the
monthly meeting and Christmas coast of Maine from springtime till
party. The meeting was opened October.
Perhaps this is a girl's story.
by the president. Mrs. Herbert
Stahl. It was decided, to give the Here young and old readers will
sum of $25 for the building fund read about Sal. her day's outing to
for the Chapel at the Youth Camp the bright sunshine to Buck’s Har
at Winthrop. It was also decided bor with her daddy and Sister
to help buy the Sunday School sup Jane, the day one of her teeth felt
plies for the West Waldoboro Sun hoe. Her mother softly said.
day School Arthur Chute kindly “Why, Sal. that means that today
offered to loan his gas heater to you've become a big girl.” Then she
connect with the gas furnace to added. “When your tooth does
augment the heat in the church come out. you put it under your pil
during the winter months. After low and make a wish, and your
the meeting Rev. Philip Paanei wish Is supposed to come true.”
Sal’s fun from the house to the ,
showed very interesting pictures in
connection wftli the Christmas shore where her father was diggingI
story. Then Christmas enrols were clams Is real Maine fun. And she I
sung by all. Gifts from a heavily actually helped dig clams—found j
laden Christmas tree were dis a tiny baby one Oh, yes, she was,
tributed to all and an enjoyable now In her bare feet! But her,
time was spent. Very’ delicious re greatest adventure came "when
freshments were served at the close .‘he felt with her tongue, and she,
by Mrs Della Black. Mrs. Herbert felt with her muddy fingers." The 1
tooth was gone!
Stahl and Mrs Lillian Creamer
Sal and Jane and their parents
The right and left in politics are lived their living They played
easy to understand. If you have the together, enjoyed the same fun.
power, you are right, if you haven’t How the crystal air bathed their
you are left.
faces and hands! How the sun
kissed the waves, put the pine trees ;
After holiday thought: ’’Now is on the islands in sunlight and
the time for all good men to oome shade! Ar.d what surprises there!
, to.”
are for the vounc Maine reader'

who will take time from their play
to read Sal's secret wish, surprise*
for young readers an over the en
tire world to bask to "One Morn
ing in Maine" 'The Viking Press,
New York, $250?
Leah R. FuUer.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kinney of
Plainville, Oonn., were recent
guests of Mr and Mrs. Dewey
Thompson.
Theo Hupper who spent the holi
days with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs Philip Hupper, has returned to
her employment to Portland:
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomp
son have returned home, having
visited Mr and Mrs. Wayne Steele
at Newport. R. I., over the holi
days.
Mrs. Josie Simmons has arrived
home from a visit with her sister
in Attleboro, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Myricfc and
Laughters who spent Christmas
with relatives at Birch Harbor have
arrived home.

BUY rut TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

NOIV ON DISPLAY -1IIL 1953
PLAIN, SUGAR,

\

\

10

CINNAMON

,

for

g

2

6 FOR H

OLD FASHION
Large Size

fynelh Produce.

ORANGES

J>

Esb’juice • Tree Pipened -

C

Natural Coot - Good Size

GRAPEFRUIT

Valued

3 for 23c

Just Heat and Serve

Friend's‘L”‘Hash

16 oz

CAN

29c

Corned Beef Wash

Armour

or

Libby

can 32c

APPLES
Native McloEoeb Tatty

2 B 33c

1 UK INS
HID II0

ON 101! HIE

I

>•
Red - Stele of Meine

ctfo 39c

Kidney Beans

KV THE

Whole Kernel Golden

Finast Corn

2

, Kraft Cheese Food

I LB I or
CANS

2 It
LOAF

Velveeta

PREMIER

BUILDER

35c
OF

‘1.03

ENGIftl E

TH E

I

Timberlake - Solid Pack

is 35c

White Tuna
Spaghetti

Franco-American 2 cam 29c

2).cnun.Z

Many 3.iut Ylational Meat Thxcei

(

ONI PHCI OMIT
Hamburg
Beeeie
Chuck Roast
RIB. DR Kill 0
Lamb Legs
Leg & Loin of Lamb
7-lnch Cwt
Rib Roast
Lamb Fores
Genwma Sprmg

Heavy Steer b»J

Beeed and Rolled
4 Detiied

u 49c
U 59c
LB 65c
ia 59c
-69c
IS 39c

Down

16c Ib. from Lest Year

Down

20c Ib. from Last Year

Down

22c Ib. from Last Year

Down

14c Ib. Itom Last Year

Down

20c Ib. from Last Year

Down

20c Ib. from Last Year

CUBE STEAK
Ib. 99c
Porterhouse, T-Bone, Club Ib. 1.09
u 63c

Turkeys

Down

16c Ib. from Last Year

IMPROVEMENT HIGHLIGHTS
DYNAMIC NEW 210 H.P. ENGINE
VASTLY IMPROVED HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE

If

A DELICIOUS MEAL FOR
LESS THAN 20c A SERVING!

ADVANCED POWER STEERING*
BREATH-TAKING NEW INTERIORS

Skinless - U. S- Grade A

FRANKFURTS

NEW CADILLAC AIR CONDITIONER*

LI

MORE BEAUTIFUL EXTERIOR STYLING

Finest - Pea, Yellow Eye, Red Kidney

I L9
12 oi
CANS
Grocer* Price* effective at 115 Main SL. Tbomasten: 12 ventral SL, Rockport; 29 Main SL,
We Reserve the Right So Limit OueMU.ei

BAKED BEANS

45c
Camden

EVEN GREATER OPERATING ECONOMY
•OpMeeel •> •***

-

A great new inspiration for the automotive
world is now on display in our showroom. It's
the 1953 Cadillac—the latest triumph of Cadil
lac’s engineering and styling genius. (J Its beauty
alone would place this new motoring creation
among Cadillac's all-time “greats”—for its in
numerable exterior changes have made it simply
breath-taking to behold. CF Its interiors, too, are
dramatically new—offering the most beautiful
fabrics and appointments ever available in a
motor car. (J -And for those who desire the ulti
mate in comfort, a wonderful new Cadillac Air
Conditioner* is now available. (J But the heart
of this new Cadillac’s greatness lies in its per
formance—so extraordinary that it transcends
any previous concept of how a motor car should
act and handle. (J This magnificent performance

comes from many sources. Cf It comes from
Cadillac’s improved Hydra-Matic Drive. (J It
comes from Cadillac’s advanced Power Steering*
—so marvelous thab turning and parking and
steering become almost a response to your wish,
(J And it comes—in even greater measure—from
Cadillac’s great new 210 h.p. engine ... the
dramatic climax of almost 40 years of undupli
cated experience in the design and construction of
V-8 engines. (J We sincerely urge you to see and
drive this great motor car. Cj It is offered in three
new series—the beautiful ‘‘Sixty-Two,’’ the
luxurious “Sixty Special” and the distinguished
“Seventy-Five." There is also Cadillac’s new
sports convertible, the Eldorado—the most
glamorous and exciting creation in the whole

of Cadillac history.

(J

Why not come in today?

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET
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MRS. JOSIE B. TniYER11
Mrs. Josie B. Thayer, 77, died at
ROCKPORT
her home ln Warren Wednesday I
THOMASTON
MRS
KENNETH WENTWORTH
Generalissimo Stalin Ready after a long illness.
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
Correspondent
Tlie
widow
of
Captain
Elisha
or telephoned to
For “Heads I Win Tails
Telephone Camden 2483
MRS. GLADYS OONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3
Thayer, the deceased was born at
You Lose” Toss
North Haven, March 26, 1875, the
There will be no dances at
daughter of Joseph and Flora
“
Good
Old
Joe"
Stalin
says,
in
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Hesselgien hot dogs, hot cocoa, toasted marsh
Wlntmore. She is survled by two Simonton’s Corner Friday or Sat
answer
to
questions
submitted
by
mallows.
potato
chips.
The
party
haw returned to Washington, DC.,
sons, Lamoni Thayer and Dana urday nights
The New York Times, that war
after visiting her parents. Mr. and was well enjoyed by all
Thayer, both of Warren; two
David Crockett, 3d. has returned
Mrs. Earl Woodcock and Wayne
between the US and the USSR brothers and several nephews and
4-H Club
to
the University of Maine, after
Sawyer of this town and Ids father
The 4-H Club Helpful Home
"can not be considered inevitable.” cousins.
spending the holidays with tats
David Hcsselgren at Union.
Makers met at the home of the
/
Funeral services will be private mother. Mrs. Melville Welt.
and that he still believes “our
The boxes of clothing which was leader. Mrs. Lorraine Seekins Fri
countries can continue to live in and will be held at 2 p. m. Friday
State Trooper and Mrs. Ralph
given by the Helpful Home Mak day night after school. Members
from the Simmons Funeral Home,
peace.”
Staples
and two children of Bridg
ers for the fire at Rockland was present were Sandra Putnam. Anita
Warren, with Rev. Bruce D. Cum
ton have returned home after a
Asked about a possible meeting
very' much appreciated.
and Carolyn Spaulding, Joan and
mings officiating. Interment will
with President Elsenhower, the
visit with Mrs. Nellie Staples.
f
The Beta Alpha met at the Bap Jean Kangas. Mildred Young. Shir
be in Leonard Cemetery.
Generalissimo
replied:
"I
regard
<
The Rockport Lions Club
tist Church vestry Monday night ley and Faye Seekins. Dorothy
this suggestion favorably.” As for
hold their first meeting at Mt.
with 38 members present. Mrs Whitney. Connie Knights. Mrs.
ELIHU LARRABEE
his interest In diplomatic efforts
Avis Brazier will entertain the club Seekins. Judy Connon read two
Elihu Larrabee. 80, of Mountain Pleasant Grange at West Rock
to end the Korean war, he said:
next meeting. Jan. 19.
thank you notes from Hyde Me
street. Camden, died Monday at a port. Thursday. Jan. 8 at 6 30 p. m.
“I agree to cooperate because the
Melville Welt is having a week's
Mrs. Herbert Jones Is a surgical morial Home for the boxes they
Camden hospital.
USSR is Interested in ending the
patient at Knox Hospital.
sent to the children for Christmas
Born at Thorndike Feb. 15, 1872. vacation from his duties at Bald
* war ln Korea.”
Prayer and praise service and
Plans were made for a cooked
the deceased was the son of William win's.
But wait a minute! There was ; and Alzada Larrabee. He is sur-1
annual meeting of the Thomaston food sale, the money to go for the
Relief Corps Installation
another question tucked in be
Baptist Church. Thursday night March of Dimes. Mrs. Seekins
vived by a daughter, Mrs. William ' The Fred A. Norwood Woman's
tween.. Asked "Wherein lie the
at 7 30. This Is a very Important -bowed the girls how' to make
Relief Corps will hold their InWright of New Bedford. Mass.
.ources of present world conten
meeting. Presidents of all organi divinity fudge. The next meeting
Funeral services will be held at itallation Thursday night, Jan. 8.
tion," he gave the $64 answer:
sations will report on the year's will be Jan. 16 at Sandra Putnam's
Mrs. Frances Groder was installed as president of the Daughters of St. Bernard's at the annual
"Everywhere and in everything 2 p m.. Friday, from the Gilbert It will be semi-private and Mrs.
progress
D.A.R. To Meet
banquet of the group at the Thorndike Hotel Tuesday evening. Officers of the organization are pictured
,
_
_ „ - C. Laite Funeral Home in Camden. Effie Salisbury will be the installing
General Knox Chapter. DAR above, left to right: Mrs. Mildred Brannan, chaplain; Mrs. Beatrice Robinson, outgoing president; Mrs. wherever the aggressive actions of Rev. R. Edson Burschell will offi officer.
Skating Party
Groder; Mrs. Emma Carr, vice president, and Mrs. Jean Lindsey, secretary.
' tlie policy of th 'oold war' against
Annual Meeting
A skating party was held Friday will meet with Mis. Andrew Sim
,
. .
_
.
„I the Soviet Union find their expres- ciate. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., Russell
mons.
Main
street.
Monday
night.
The
Daughters
of
St.
Bernard
s
mittee,
Mary
Glover,
Louise
Piej
were:
Mrs.
Eileen
Flanagan,
Mrs
Hall, Archie Bailey and Norman
Tlie members of the Baptist
night. Those attending were the
: slon.”
pupils of Thomaston High School. Jan. 12 at 7.30. Mrs. BeOty Shesler held their annual banquet at the troski, Eileen Dorgan and Mildred Louise Varney, Mrs. Mary Lou RusChurch held their annual meet
It's the same old cast-iron olive Fuller will act as bearers.
and a few other members, also boys and Miss Harriet Williams will Thorndike Hotel Tuesday evening Brannan; ways and means, chair- sell, Mrs. Jean Lindsey, Mrs. Emma
Interment will be in Mountain ing recently. Tlie officers and com
branch—not even regiided lor the
at 6.30 with 31 members present , man, Helen Lawrence, assisted by- Oarr. Mrs. Leola Hyland, Mrs.
from the service. Refreshments of assist the hostess.
mittees for the ensuing year are.
occasion. He will accept surren View Cemetery. Camden.
followed by a short business meet- Mrs Leola Hyland, Mrs. Beatrice Helen Lawrence, Mrs. PhyUis
Clerk. Mrs. Marion Cash; treas
der—and we must stop interfering
CORNELIUS H. DAILEY
! observe Past Noble Grands Night ing. Mrs. Beatrice Robinson was Gherardl. Mrs. Louise Billings, Grlspl. Mrs. Eleanor Fairweather. with his plans for us.
urer. Albert Rhodes: auditor, Mrs.
___________
Cornelius H. Dailey,'69. died at Clara Lane: missionary treasurer.
Wednesday evening. Jan. 14. at the presented a corsage of roses and a Mrs. Anh E oorslo, Mrs. Eleanor Mrs. Mary Glover. Miss Helen La
CAMDEN
I.O.OF. hall.
The past noble gift from the club members Mrs Fairweather, Mrs. Emma Carr, Mrs. Crosse, Mrs. Mary DeCastro, Mrs.
Gl'Y H ANNIS
dls Molullail1 street home in Cam- ( Mrs. Arlene Wood; deacons, Wil| liam Whitney, Charles Marston
grands will confer the degree. The Frances Groder, our new president Beatrice Robinson, Mrs. Marga- Louise Pietroskl, Mrs. Betty Smith.
Guy H. Annis, 60, resident of den. Monday, after a long lllneas.
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Rebekahs from Round Pond will was also given a corsage of roses.' ret Cucclnello and Mrs. Mary De- Mrs. Margaret Cucclnello, Mrs. Simonton's Corner, Rockport, died
A life-lon8 resident 01 Camden' ' and Arthur walker; pulpit com
Telephone 2197
the deceased was born ln that town mittee, William Whitney, Charles
exemplify a drill and the tableaux The Incoming officers are: Presi- Castro and sun hine. Mrs. Berna- Beatrice Rcbinson. Mrs. Mildred in Camden Jan. 6.
Brannan, Mrs. Helen Phillips, Mrs.
Groder; vice dette Manseau.
------ a;.; •
.... - — will be portrayed by Mystic Re dent. Mrs. France
He was born ln Rockport May 18, May 22, 1882, the son of Harry J. Marston and Arthur Walker;
It was voted to have a benefit Alice Blaisdell, Miss Kay Mullen. 1892, son of Henry and Adella Mor and Ella Poer Dailey. Surviving finance committee, Arthur Walker,
Limerock Valley Pomona will bekah Lodge of Warren Refresh - president. Mrs Emma Carr; secre
Mrs. Ruth Duff, Mrs. Ann Clark.
tary, Mrs. Jean Lindsey: treasurer, card party for the Junior Drum
him are his widow, Linnie Kane William Whitney, Albert Rhodes.
meet with Megunticook Grange, I ments wil! be served.
ton Annis.
Mr
. Beatrice Gherardi. Mrs. Rose
and
Bugle
Corps
Jan.
21
In
the
Mrs
Margaret
Coakley
and
chap

uui™,__ resident
Dailey, two •’brothers,
Charles C.
Charles Mar ton, and Miss Hazel
Oamden, Saturday, Jan 10. Tlie
Mr. Annis ___
was a lifelong
■
Engaged
Parish Hall, Evelyn Clark, chair- O'Connor. Mrs. Louise BiUings.
speakers ol the afternoon, Ralph
of Rockport, a member of Megunti Dailey and J. Frank Dailey, and Wall; reception of members com
Mr. and Mrs Louis Sawyer are lain, Mrs. Mildred Brannan.
The foUowlng committees were man. The Daughters voted to Mrs. Artinese Mills, Mrs. Ann Es
Miller, one of Maine’s outstanding announcing the engagement of
cook Grange ln Camden, a past one sister, Mrs. Louis Gillis of Port mittee, William Whitney, Charles
I Marston, Arthur Walker, Mrs.
4-H Club boys, on his National their daughter Olive W to Robert chosen for the coming year: Pub- help raise money to rewire the corsio Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin. Miss ) master of St. Paul’s Lodge, Rock- land.
Funeral services will be conducted Edith Overlock and Mrs. Madeline
trip to Chicago and Gregory Kelley Dufresne. son of Mr. and Mrs licity. Mrs. Leola Hyland; hospi church basement as their project Matilda Leo. Mrs. Marie Brewer. i port. He was a member of the Har
Mrs. Margaret Coakley and Mrs
on a trip to Philadelphia, won in Henry Dufresne of Reading, Mass tality. Mrs. Ruth Duff; program for the coming year.
bor Light Chapter of the Eastern by Rev. Ralph H. Champlin, Sat Har.scom;
urday at 2 p, m„ from the Gilbert
contest for the Portland Press Miss Sawyer Is a graduate of Cam Mrs. Ann Escorsio; telephone com- I Those attending the banquet Frances Groder.
Baptismal Committee, Cliaij^
1 Star.
Herald
den High School and Franklin
j He Is survived by his wife, two C Laite Funeral Home ln Camden. Marston, Albert Rhodes, Mrs. F.i®
Ronald Freeman. Jr., left Sun Tech of Boston. Mr. Dufresne is
sons, Edwin C. Annis and John H. Burial will be Mountain View- Overlook and Mrs Wilma Rhodes;
STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Gifts For Bates
day to spend a week as guest of a graduate of Reading High School
! ushers, Wallace Page, William
Annis, both of Rockport, two daugh- Cemetery, Camden.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Lindsey of and wa< attending Franklin Tech
Whitney, Albert Rhodes, John Hys' ters, Mrs. Catherine Pound, Rock
WILLIAM W. KENT
1 song, Jr., and Del Hyssong; flower
Bath.
when called into the service. He
Lewiston Institution Re port and Mrs. Evelyn Bartlett of William
W.
Kent,
65,
of
15
Willow
There will be something special is now serving with the U. S. Navy
Mrs. Maude Walker,
ceived $25,600»At New Old Town, a brother, Cecil H. Annis street died this morning at his committee,
at the meeting ot Megunticook En and is stationed at Newport, R. I.
Mrs. Laura Page. Mrs. Clirlstle
of Camden ar.d seven grandchildren.
home.
Years
campment No. 11. Thursday night No date has been set for the wed
Whitney, Mrs. Madeline Hanscom
Masonic services will be held at
He was born in Rockland Sept. and Mrs. Alice Martton; cradle roll
Members are asked to attend.
ding.
10 o'clock Saturday morning at the
8, 1887 to James E. and Almenda committee, Mrs. Katherine RobNaomi Sewing Circle will meet
Total year-end gifts to Bates Laite Fu eral Home ln Camden.
Honor Mrs. Dennison
Paine Kent.
at the I.O.OF Hall Friday night
i lnson; music committee, Charles
College of $25,600 were announced Interment will be at West Rockport
A reception will be rendered Mrs.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs
at 720 p. m. Mrs. Jennie Wellman Jeannette Dennlon, District Dep
today by Dt Charles F. Phillips, Cemetery, Rev. Carl Small officiat- Rose E. Kent; a son, Maurice Kent Marston, Mrs. Clara Lane an<J
and Mrs. Kay Dow will serve as uty President of District 16 and
Mrs Arlene Small; janitor, Rev.
President of Bates College, Lewisof Pownal; three daughters, Fran Carl Small; organist, Mrs. Clara
hostesseher marshall. Mrs. Margaret Wood,
Of this amount., maimng $11,500 has not previously ces Kent. Rockland; Mrs. Gladys Lane; nominating committee, Mrs.
ton, Maine
Mrs. Irving Moulton of Scarboro Saturday night at the I.O.OF. hall
Tolman, Rockland and Marie Kent Diana Pitts. Mrs Lina Joyce and
is the guest of her parents, Mr. at 8. AU Odd FeUows and Re
$14,100 was reported through the been reported
of Pownal. Also, two brothers. Miss Helen small; Sunday School
and Mrs. Clarence Mitchell.
press
two
weeks
ago,
while
the
reOf
the
most
recent
$11,500,
$3000
bekahs are invited
Frank Kent of Rockland and Alvah i Superintendent. Rev Carl S:na.’4|
Rev. H. I. Holt, recently retired,
is for the Fine Arts and Music
Chorus Opens Season
Kent of Cumberland.
! resistant Sunday- School .-.upe*
was the guest preacher at the Wal
gional contests will participate In Center, $1500 for scholarship funds,
Members of the Camden Men’s
1/
Funeral services will be held intendent. Wallace Page; Sunday
doboro Baptist Church last Sun
tlie finals to be held in st. Louis, $5000 for general endowment, and
Chorus opened their new season
Sunday at 2 p. m. from Davis i School secretary and treasurer/
day.
during tlie bi-ennial convention of $2000 comes to the College under
Monday evening with a supper at
IP
Funeral Home, Rockland, with Rev. Mrs. Lena Tominskl.
Mrs. George H. Thomas left
its
recently
announced
Life
Income
the
Dramatic
Order,
Knights
ot
the Baptist Church served by the
J. Charles MacDonald of the First
Wednesday for Boston where she
Khorissan, beginning Aug. 9, 1953 Plan
Chadavae Club. New officers elect
Baptist Church officiating.
-nr.,
The flourin’-Gasette
will visit with her daghter, Mrs. j
"We are most appreciative of the
Tiie Dramatic Order, Knights of
ed were as follows: President.
Stanley MacLeod and will also
Kho.-assan, commonly referred to $25,600 which has been received by
Richard Moody: vice president.
visit her new grandson, John
as the “Dokeys," is an auxiliary of Bates as year-end gifts." said
Richard Meservey; secretary, Law
Graham, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
' the Knights of Pythias and usually President Phillips “It will help
rence Tedford and
treasurer,
Major-General Frank E. Lowe
Thomas, of Belmont, Mass.
i is known as the playground of the substantially in our efforts to in
George Boynton; librarian, Lloyd
There will be a special communi
|
order.
crease
scholarship
funds
to
worthy
Richardson
cation of Amity Lodge Friday eve
"KOREA AS I SAW IT"
Above is a scene from "Ruby Gentry,” a daring drama of a wildcat
Details concerning the contest students of limited mean6 and In
ning Jan. 9. There will be work ln
Any ln-coming public official woman, played by Jennifer .lones, wbo led a whole town to ruin . . . sin I may be learned from any local the completion of our Fine Arts and
after sin. in addition to Miss Jones, the lilm also stars Charlton Heston
the Entered Apprentice Degree
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
proves he is a good administrator of “Greatest Show on Earth” fame and academy award winner Karl I lodge of the Knights of Pytnlas Music Center.
if he can find enough political pie Malden. “Ruby Gentry" will open today at the Strand Theatre in Rock or by contacting Chancellor Irv
Past Noble Grands' Night
"The $2000 received under our
Sponsored by
land for a three day engagement.
ing McBride, tel. 722-J. Rockland Life Income Plan represents the
Maiden Cliff Reoekah Lodge will to go around.
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
first under this new program. The
1 $2500 in scholarships in any Uni
donor will receive Income upon her
„ The K. Of P. Contest versity or College will be awarded ,
GAME PARTY
gift throughout her life. There
Hotel Thorndike
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
s'
—
I winners of the contest on the :
after, the gift will be added to the
} Prizes Of $2,500 Will Be topic: "Highway Safety and How
general endowment of the College
EVERY
FRIDAY, JANUARY 9
GAME PARTY
To Attain It."
Under this program both donor and
Given On Highway
6.30 P. M
This subject was chosen so that
FRIDAY NIGHT
EXTRA’1
College benefit from the gift.”
Safety Theme
the contest will work in harmony
SPEAKER
BUFFET SUPPER
STARTING JAN 9
$50.00 — Fifty Dollars
|
More than 100,000 High School with the continent-wide Highway
For
Reservations
Call
1137 or 1485
CALLING EVERYONE
At
boya and girls throughout the Unit Safety and Courtesy Campaign
EARLY BIRD PRIZES
which
will
be
launched
by
the
TO WARREN
ed States, Canada, Hawaii and
Camden
Alaska are expected to participate Knights of Pythias soon after the
Saturday, Jan. 10—8 P.M.
January 16
in the eighth annual public speak first of the year
IT'S THE
American
Legion
Hall
ODD FELLOWS HALL
Local contests will be sponsored
ing contest sponsored by the Fra
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7.30
to
10.30
P.
M.
LIONS
AUCTION!
ternal Order. Knights of Pythias; by each of the 3200 subordinate
DOUBLE FEATURE — 1.30-6.30-8.00
lodges, followed by district and
State events. Winners of six re*

Mrs. Groder Daughters Of St. Bernard’s Head

Old Line

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

;

This Is the Story of a Flame Named Ruby . . . Who
Wrecked a Whole Town . . . Step By Step
... Sin By Sin!

g

Camden Theatre

«*

NOW AND FRIDAY!
Audie Murphy, Stephen McNally
Faith Dotnegue in

$

|The most wicked

“Duel At Silver Creek”

£ wildcat of a
£»oman that ever

in Technicolor—Plus
NEWS - COMEDY - CARTOON

Same

■ JENNIFER _ . CHARLTON
LNAKLIUN

6

9

JONES-HESTONl

£ ought her love

?'

SHOCKING

• f -

jo| . V- X

a

KARL

MAI

Violence to the

OndM t, KING »
Kticiud by

OtwQ-la

/Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.0*5 5
5[
LAST TIME TONIGHT
'
JANUARY 8
jj Clifton Webb, Ruth Hussey.
Z Debra Paget, Robert Wagner
Z
in
Z
“STARS AND STRIPES
‘J
FOREVER"
^The Story of John Philip Sousa
'
In Technicolor

\

X-

NOW

Were

McLAIN'S
SHOE STORE
At the Watt-Over Sign
432 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

14.96
10 95
10.95
8*95

Walk-Overs,
Enna Jettick,
Air-Step
Charm Step

$9.95
4.95
4.95
3.95

Not all sizes but a good assortmen*
to choose from.

SALE STARTS FRIDAY. JAN. 9
FOR 10 DAYS
3®3S3e«e«e©23®S8383^

<
«
£

A

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JANUARY 9-10
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
"MEET CAPTAIN KIDD”
Co-Starring Charles Laughton.
Fran Warren
In Super Cinecolor

Z

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JANUARY 11-12
^Jennifer Jones, Charlton Hestonj
<Karl Malden in
“RUBY GENTRY"

XXWXVta

8fWK

COMPLETE SHOWS: 2.00—6.25—8.30
STARTS SUNDAY

TOPS ’IM AU!'
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Donna Oraee Mason, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett J. Mason,
i observed her seventh birthday
! Monday by entertaining a group of
j friends at her home at 12 Prescott
street after school. Games were
played and refreshments Including
two birthday cakes, one made by
Mr. and Mrs. Edward LawTence her aunt, Mrs. Julia Emery, were
of Lloyd's Pharmacy will attend served. Donna received many nice
the 50th anniversary meeting of gifts from her guests who were
ftexall Drug Co., which begins Sally Sylvester, Susan Ames. Leslie
Estes. Ruth Brewer, Betty Lou
Monday In Hotel Statler. Bofton.
Hanley. Sherry
Vinal, Elinor
Lend-a-Hnnd Class of the Lit Emery. Carol Ann Aho, Abbie Jane
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church Brown. Linda Kae Demetrl and
will meet with Mrs. Vivian Lord. Mrs. Ruth Larsen.
Camden street, Friday at 7J0 p. m
Tlie Methebesec Club will meet
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Conant of I at the Farnsworth Museum Jan. 9
this city are celebrating their 50th ! at 2.30 p. m. Robert Hudson of the
W’edding anniversary Jan. 14 In ■ Central Maine Power Company
will speak on “Our Heritage of Free
Nobleton, Fla.
Enterprise."

Social Matters

Mrs. Mary Nye is a patient at
Knox Hospital.

There will be an important meet
ing of board members of the League
of Women Voters of Rockland, Fri
day afternoon at 3 p. m. at the
home of the president, Mrs
Horatio C. Oowan, 241 Broadway
Board members unable to attend
^re requested to call Mrs. Oowan.

Red Cross Shoe Sale this week
only at the Quality Shoe Shop.
3-4

Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday
night in GiAJt. hall and elected
Mrs. Catharine Libby to the office
of Senior Vice President. Mrs.
Priscilla Smith presiding. Mrs.
Olive Crockett was warmly welomed after a long alienee. Gen
eral Orders No. 2. as issued by Na
tional President, Mrs. Georgia
Bone was read by the secretary
and
all
semi-annual
reports
heard—these to be forwarded to
department officers as required.

^230 vatoo-

now

plus Us

Robert H. Gardner of 31 Law
rence street, Rockland, is a mem
ber of the winning freshman bas
HARRIET HUBBARD AYER ,
ketball team at Tufts College. He
is a freshman in the School of En
gineering at Tufts College. Bob
plays forward on Coach Woody
Grlmshaw’s Freshman squad. He
Is a reerve forward. The team
Silky, fragrant cream . . . non-oily! Melts
has a 17-game schedule this wininto your skin to -raootli and soften. Pro
' ter
tects against chapping when applied be
fore and after exposure. Large 10 ounce
Pioneer Girls will meet Monday
size at less than half price—just 1.00*.
night at 7 o'clock at Betty Withee's

HAND CREAM

fingertips!

heme on 58 Pine street.

SENTER* CRANE'S
Save * 1 •"»*•>• Limited time oi.ly!

|

The Fidelis Class of the Little
field Memorial Baptist Church will
meet in the church vestry at 7.30
p. m. on Friday. Jan. 9. All mem
bers are urged to attend.

Don't miss these January White Sale
Prices for this is the time to take stock
of your linen closet and replenish your
needs . . . you can have Luxury Linens
at Budget Prices, Shop now for these
Thrifty Savings.

SHEET SALE ...
LADY PEPPEREL
Made from the heaviest muslin (hat will wear for years

2.99 value

81 x 99

$2.49

ALEXANDER

The Rockland Emblem Club will
sponsor a card party Jan 15. at the
Thorndike Hotel with the proceeds
to go to the Polio fund.
Mrs.
Adah Roberts is chairman, assist
ed by Mrs. Bernice Holbrook. Mrs.
Noela Simmons. Mrs. Alice Stilphen and Mrs. June Swanson Pub
licity Mrs. Myra Watts Reserva
tions. Mrs. Flora Carroll, Tel. 8183
Mrs. Bernice Freeman, Tel. 103.
Mrs. Myra Watts, Tel. 234-J, Mrs.
Bernice Holbrook, Tel. 1521. The
committee will meet Friday night
at 730 in the lebbv of the Thorn
dike Hotel.

Betrothed

At Stork Shower

2.19 val. $2.09 72x108
2.49 val.
2.29 val. 2.09 81x99
2.49 val.
2.29 val. 2.09 81x108
2.69 val.
42x36 59c val. 54c

Two Family Publishers Still
Clamor Against Fate

Two newspaper publishers in a
A miscellaneous stork shower was
mid-Western town gave voice to
given Monday night to Mrs. Theo
thh familiar, though unvoiced
dore J. Stearns of Auburn by her
plaint of most persons who oper
mother, Mrs. Alice K. Fuller at her
ate weekly newspapers:
*
home in Rcokland
There were
This, folks." they announce
many lovely gifts presented Mrs.
frankly, “is a gripe, a plain, un
Stearns in a beautifully-decorated
varnished gripe that we have been
basket. Refreshments were served
nursing along for several months
by the hostess, assisted bv Mr.
past . . .”
Mrs. Henry Rising has returned
Marggie Burns and Mrs. Robert
"First, the matter of bills: We al
home from Reading. Mass., after
HaB.
ways send bills to people who owe
spending the holidays with her son
The invited guests were Mrs.
us money. If vour mtscription is
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs
Harold Axtell, Mrs. John Benson.
due. you get a bill. Those people
Elmer Rising and daughter Linda.
Mi s Martha Burkett, Mrs. Marggie
who claim we don't send bills must
Burn*-, Mrs. Robert Coffin. Mr
have a poor memory, or never look
Mae Rogers has returned to Mc
Donald DeLalte. Miss Joyce Fuller.
at their mail. Those who don't like
Gill University Medical School,
Mrs. Rida Fuller. Mrs. David Hoito get bills can either pay up be
Photo by Uzzell fore we remind them, or they can
Montreal, after spending the holi
den. Mrs. Mac Joseph. Mr David
Miss Roberta Mae Mayo
day recess at his home on Clare
Libby. Mrs. Charles Perry. Mrs.
• top the paper. That's business,
Lester Posit, Miss Ruth Roberts.
mont street
Elsie M. Pierce
Mr. and Mrs Robert K. Mayo, whether they like it or not.
Mrs. Clarence Walker. Mrs. Andrew
Mrs. Linwood H. Pierce of Dam Weymouth. Jr., of Rockland; Mrs 27 Knox street. Thomaston, an- ! "Second, the matter of newts: We
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
are responsible to our subscribers
to the Wednesday Night Club for ariscotta is announcing the en Mildred Stearns and Mrs. Clifford ' nounce the engagement of their for a newspaper, edited as well as
dessert bridge. Prizes at auction gagement of Iter daughter. Miss Stinson of Camden; Mrs. Russell youngest daughter, Roberta Mae. to we knew how .
Admittedly,
were won by Mrs. Louis Cook. Mrs. Elsie Mae Pierce, to Ibra L. Ripley, Neal. Friendship: Mrs. Robert Hall James Frederick Whitney, son of . ethers can write as well as we do,
John Richardson, Mrs. Donald Jr., Augusta, son of Ibra L. Ripley. and Mrs Gilbert Knight of Lin
Mrs. Maude Whitney and the late j but somehow the examples we have
colnville and Mr-- Alice Fuller,
Perry, Mrs. James Burgess and Mrs.
Sr. of Lewiston, and Mrs Ibra L. hostess.
James Merritt Whitney of Cam- . seen submitted as copy leave much
John Chisholm.
to be desired. Do you tell a butch
Ripley, of Rockland.
Those unable to come but seixl- den.
er how to cut your meat? Do you
No
date
has
been
set
for
the
wed

] ing gift: were Miss Celia Alexan
Miss
Mayo graduated
from I tell a painteT how to mix the paint?
Following the meeting of Golden
ding.
der. Mrs. Albea Eaton andd Mrs Thomaston High School in 1S62 and
Rod Chapter No. 8. OES Friday
"Third: the matter of opinions:
Miss Pierce was graduated from Emily Rose of Camden; Mrs Nina
night a take-off on an Eastern Star
is now attending Sargent College We form our own. and we readily
Lincoln Academy, University of Hall. Lincolnville and Mrs. Milton
meeting will be presented by the
‘ of Physical Education In Cam admit we make some mistakes.
men of the Chapter, with Howard Maine and «he Central Maine Gen Wheaton of Rockland
bridge. Mass.
However, all too often, people have
eral Hospital School of Nursing.
Crockett as Worthy Matron and
Mr. Whitney attended Rockport a chip on their shoulders. If we
She has taken a course In operat
Stafford Congdon as organist. Elec
High School and spent three years praise some, it's sarcasm. If we
ing room technique at Johns Hop
A Busy Group
tion of officers will be held and the
in the United States Air Force. In boost a project or an organization,
kins Hospital. Baltimore, Md.. and
annual reports given. There will be
the three years he attended Radar we're giving them all the credit
is employed as operating room su Rockland
Women’s Club Basic at Boca Raton. Florida. He
a short memorial service during the
We are damned If we do and
per;. or at Centra! Maine General.
meeting. Mrs. Alta Dimick Is in
Makes Donations and j instructed Radar at Keesher Field. damned If we don’t.”
I_ewi:ton. . ,
| Miss., and attended the Advance
charge of the 6.30 supper. Officers
And. further along there Is this
works For Hospital
Mr. Ripley was graduated from
' Radar School at March Field in for the readers to paste in thenare asked to wear white for this
Rockland High School and was
The Rockland Women's Club i California. He was an instructor in
meeting. All Eastern Star members
employed by the Central Maine held a work meeting at the Bek Radar until he was discharged in ' hats: “This newspaper is just as
in this vicinity are cordially in
Pc ver Company previous to serving Nurses' Home Tuesday night, at | 1949. He is now self employed in ; much of a community institution
vited to be present.
as your church, your lodge or your
three years overseas in the army which time sewing was done for Camden.
club
.
If you want a better news
S.N. Frank Taft, USN has re in World War II. He is employed the Knox County Genera! Hospital
No date has been set for the ■ paper, your personal inlere:t will
by
the
same
company
as
assistant
turned to bis base in Norfolk, Va.
Mrs Winona Gay, chairman of the wedding.
j help to develop it."
following a leave at his home on I director in the safety department club’s work committee, acted as
Signing off, the Robinsons say:
general chairman of the project j ture under the direction of the j "You're darned right, we’re mad.
Berkeley street. A welcome home at Augusta.
At the business meeting, which I Ways and Means Committee, with 1 After giving an average of 12
party was given In his honor
Guets invited were: Miss Janice
was presided over bv Mrs. Jeanne ■ Mrs. Madlene Jackson as chair- j nours a day, 7 days a week, to proEngaged
Smith, president, announcement | man.
Olson. Miss Daphne Pendleton.
vlcing a representative newspaper
Mr. and Mrs. Willis E. Littlefield was made that the Club's annual
M; s Maude Nfl:on. Miss Rosalie
At the conclusion of the business to the community, we're getting a
Kallio, Mi s Lorraine Thomas, Dale of Dover, N. H., announce the en donations to the Rockland Public i meeting refreshments were served little tired of having others tel! us
of
their daughter, Library and the Rcokland Dis ; by the hostesses, who were Mrs hew to run the business."
Hughes, Edgar Robinson. Franklin gagement
E-itabrotke and Harold Kenniston. Eldeane Estelle, to A 1/e Allen S. trict Nurdr.g Association had been i Jean Epstein, Mrs Elrada Barstow.
Glidden, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold met and additional Christmas do Mrs. Loui e Tripp, Mrs. Mary
Refreshments were served.
SOUTH WARREN
J Glidden of Goffstown, N. H.
nations had been made to the i Glidden and Mrs Winona Gay.
A belated birthday party was
Mrs.
Stanley Small and son
Miss Littlefield is a graduate of Nursing Association and to the
The next meeting will be held
held for Mrs Richard Staple: last Dover High School and is employed Heme For Little Wanderers.
1 at the home of Mr. Litea Varda- I Ernest Lermond of Brantwood,
Sunday at her home on South Main at Strafford National Bank. Airman
Mr . Smith and Miss Marion I voulis on Feb. 4 Members are in- N. 11.. were recent over-night guests
. street. Hmm preaent were Rich Glidden is a graduate of Thornton Ginn were appointed at delegates ■ yited to bring a guest. Mrs. Var- of the latter's grandmother, Mrs
ard Staples n.nd son Steven, Mr Academy, Saco, Maine, and the to attend the mid-winter confer ! davouhs will be assisted by Mrs. Grace Lermond.
and Mrs John Staples. Sr . Mr. University of Maine in 1951. He is ence of Federated Women's Clubs Madlene Jack«on, Mrs Alice Dean.
and Mrs. John Staple:. Jr., and a Tactical Instructor at Samjiscn to be held In Portland next week. Mrs Alma Dow and Mrs. Doris
son Tommy, Mrs. C Foster of Air Force Base at Geneva, N. Y.
LIKE A BARGAIN?
Plans are to oe formulated at that MacDoucal. A delightful program
Rockland and Mr and Mrs. Guv
The Oliddens will be remembered time for the annual convention is being arranged
DON'T MISS THE
Robbins, daughter Bonnie Lee of as former residents of Rockland, which is to be held at the Samo-et
It. may take two to start a fight WARREN LIONS AUCTION
Thomaston
Lunch was served where Mr. Glidden was employed He tel in June
January 16
and music was enjoyed. Mrs. Guy by Armour and Company. Mrs.
A public card ;>arty is to be spon but usually only one gets the worst
Rcbbin. made the birthday cake Glidden is the daughter of Allen sored bv the Club in the near fu- 1 of it.
for Mrs Staples.
V Sawyer of James street.
Mrs. Winnie Wotton entertained I
the members of the MET. Club
and their husbands and children at
her home on New Year's Eve. Re-1
freshments were served, and games
were enjoyed during the evening
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs
George Young and Donna Douglas 1
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Young.
Ruth Porter. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Salo. children June and Bob. Mr
and Mrs. Paul Kohonen, Mr and j
Mrs. Hanncs Salo and baby Paul 1
Mr and Mrs. Lee Wotton and baby |
Sherwood, Mr and Mrs. Arthur'
Stanley and children Artie and'
David
Unable to attend were:
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Stanley |
and baby Leslie and Bill Porter.

If your Sterling pattern is one

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

of those famous Towle beauties . . .

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups
Weddings, Industrial
Marine and Insurance.
Aerial.

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
97*tl

$2.29

NEVER BEFORE—SUCH BEAUTY FOR DOORS!!

229
249

Wonderful

NOW'S THE TIME TO

WITH

'cur^efr
YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT MONEY

Good news! —once again we can take
orders for pieces in these nineteen be

serving pieces, more salad forks or tea
spoons, perhaps anotner place setting

loved Towle patterns.
NOW —when your Christmas money
makes it a gift instead of an outlay —in
dulge yourself in all those precious pieces
you’ve been wishing for —those special

or two.
Ask us about prices, pieces, and delivery
dates. And don’t forget: this is a wonderful chance to buy gitts ahead for friends
who treasure their Towle patterns too.

Pastel

Colors

BLANKETS

PADS

"This Is A Gripe"

Engaged

Mrs. Theodore J. Stearns
Honored By Group 9f
Rockland Friends

Thriftiest snow white muslin, priced to meet your budget . . .
Buy for thewhole year for home, cottage or ramp.

63x99
63x108
72x99

Paw Seven

BUY

NOW

Duro
Aluminum
CAPE COD CANOPY

FOR

HOME

HEAVY MATTRESS PADS
At Thcae Thrifty Prices
Twin
reg. 2.98 $2.79

%

reg. 3.98

3.69

Full

reg. 4.49

4J9

CAMP

Doorway Protection in
Eyecatching Grace and Beauty

COTTAGE

COMBINATION
STORM & SCREEN DOOR
Full length picture window glass,
changes to aluminum screen —
lovely pastel colors and decorative
grill add charm to your door; the
most noticed part of a home.

WHILE THESE

SAVINGS CAN
BE PASSED

ON TO YOU

large. Heavy 10*1 Wool
DOURER BLANKETS
In Rose, Blue, Green
72 x 84
Slightly Irr.

$5.98

NOW

PAIR

ONLY

EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU!!!
During this January Sale we try and clear our stock of all odd lots. For instance
you will find our complete stock of Hop-a-long Cassidy Cowboy and Cowgirl Suits
on Sale at HALF PRICE, broken sizes, of course. A large quantity of Remnants
in the piece goods department at Half Price and Less. Our Ceianese Taffeta
has been Reduced to 69c per yd. Flocks’ Yarn, 4 oz. skeins. Now $1.29 per
skein. Other items to close-out include Cooper’s Sport Shirts, mostly small
sizes - Boys’ All Wool Bathrobes - Pearl Jewelry marked from $1.00 to 59c.
Lu-Ray Dishes Reduced for Clearance.

Senter-Crane’s

LADY
SYMPHONY
CONSTANCE
CHASEB

190

OLD
ENGLISH

PIECES

NO MONEY DOWN—AS LITTLE AS $1.50 PER WEEK
(STARTING IN SPRING!

SAVE $10.
|

MANNERS

Installed

Without Obligation Please Quote on Duro Aluminum

THESE

IF

NINETEEN PATTERNS WILL

ORDERED THROUGH

US

BY

BE

READY

MARCH

1ST

To insure accuracy in filling your order,
please bring in one of each piece that you wish duplicated

PER WINDOW WITH MAINE MADE
DURO ALUMINUM STORM WINDOWS

| ( 1 Door Hood
( ) Door
( ) Windows
( 1 Awnings
( ) Blinds
( ) Roof
( ) Siding
' NAME
............................................. ADDRESS

IN

THIS SUMMER

i
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SOUTH SCHOOL NEWS

1

Unworthy, Bharon Oxter., Dana
Callahan, Frederick DanieDo, Bertha Smith. The Message of the
Bells, Arvllla Powell, Donna Beal,
Alice Godin. Christmas Is Cornin’
.'■rtli'.-r Fullerton, Rodney Humason, Le He Estes.
Jingle Bells, third grade bell
ringers, Rene Gagne, Mary Fair- j
weather,
Nikki Joyce, Joseph |
Campbell, Robert Terrio, Alvin '
Winslow. Silent Night, Rebecca j
Robbins, Doris Vasso, Barbara I
Watling.
%

tow. Jack Smith, end Donald Humanson had very fine maps on
di-play.

"

Rug By Matisse
—I----

Mimosa Design Of American
Manufacture Displayed
In Fai nsvvortii Show

I Flowers held each spring at Nice
| on the French ftiverla where Ma
tisse has his studio. The design
has been produced in a luxurious,
high-pile fabric in which the origi
nal brilliant colors of reds, blue,
grey, yellow and black have been
captured with remarkable fidelity.
Because this was the first time
Matisse had created a design for
a pile fabric, he first made a care
ful study of the design and pro
duction of modem carpets. Many
swatches of carpet? and hundreds
of samples of colored yams were
shipped to France. In creating
the final design, Matisse cut the
various element? from colored pa
pers, then directed his assistants
to move the color elements around
on the easel until he had achieved
the desired effect.
In addition to the Matisse rug,
the Museum will also exhibit a
series of photographs and descrip
tive material illustrating the vari
ous steps, employed in the produc
tion of modem rugs and carpets
such as the Mimosa rug.
The rug display, first of its type
ln this area, will remain on exhibi
tion in the Square Gallery of the
Mueum until Feb. 2.

~

~ Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

WALDOBORO

MRS RENA CROWELL
Grade Six—Mr. VerriU
Correspondent
This room has Just completed its
Telephone 250
plans for a room library. The
books were contributed by the pu
I
A unique new accent rug deI Mrs. Helen Ralph Eugley will be
pils of the class and will be loaned
hostess to the KPO Club Friday
out In the same manner as are | signed by Henri Matisse, the great
: night.
: French artist, was placed on disregular library books.
i Mrs. Glenwood Creamer and Mrs.
i play at the Farnsworth Museum
Grade Seven—Mr. Johnson
Ruth Hinkley were ln Augusta re
Tuesday.
The
rug,
named
“
MlJoseph Paulin visited relatives at
cently.
Waldoboro and Brunswick New mo'a" after the exotic semi-tropiGrade Three—Mis Kimball
Roger Ralph of Southton, Conn.,
j
cal
flower,
is
the
first
to
be
de

Year's Day.
Grade Three—Miss Hardy
The follow'ng program was pre
spent the weekend with his parents,
Paul Coakley is in charge of the signed by Matisse, who is generally
One member of the class has a 1
sented Jointly by Mrs. McLellan's
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph.
bulletin board this week and has considered to be the world's great
Second Gr-de and Miss Kimball's birthday this month. He is Wesley , posted many interesting pictures. est living artist.
Mrs. Kathrine Fredricks was in
Third Grsdc fcr the parents of Nichols.
The artistic talents of the great
Augusta Tuesday.
Aida Venezia takes care of lunch
The parent; of three people visit- ' money every day Beverly Davis Frenchman have been combined
both rooms: Chri tmas Welcome.
Mrs. Clara Winchenbaugh, Mrs
Jane Ames; Christmas cards. Jane ed us this last month: Carol Escor- is in charge of candy money.
with American productive genius
Alice Creamer, Mrs. Ruth Hinkley
Glide en, Marilvn Bchn and Bev sio's mother and aunt; Raymond
were guests of Mrs. Mae Ghrun
Bernard LaCroix visited her to create a dramatic and highly
erly Smith: Christmas conduct. Weaver's and Charles Oliver's j grand rother in Biddeford over the colorful aocent rug. three by five
Friday night.
mothers.
Gerry Ander'on.
feet in size. The rug is one of only
Mrs. Joan Weston will entertain
weekend.
We’re glad that Patricia Paulin
Ready For Santa Claus, James
A good way to start a fight is to
the Bridge Club night.
.Robert Brown, Paul Coakley, and 599 such rug' which have been pro
Paul
Powlie
are
back Bernard LaCroix are among those duced in a limited edition by one
Ame; Christmas riddles, William and
Clifford E. Leigher of Augusta try reasoning with anybody who
Dean. Thomas McKenney. Brad from their illr.es es. We hope Di participating in the PTA. pro of America’s largest and oldest rug
spent the weekend at the home of knows he is in the wrong.
manufacturers.
ford Knight; Why Do Bells For anna Eorgerson and Jeanne Foley gram next Monday night.
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh.
if you run out of hot dish mats
Christmas Ring? Rudolph the Red will soon be back too.
The Matisse design epitomizes
Mr. and Mrs. G. Elwood Church
Grade Eight—Mr. Harjula
ise several layers of newsprint,
No e Reindeer. Second Grade.
the
great
French
artist
’s
love
for
of
Gardiner,
Mrs.
Ella
Hall
ot
New
Grade Four—Mirs Sleeper
Those on the spelling honor roll
■ Jolly Old Saint Nicholas, Second
York, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hilton □ind the edges and there you nan
Room helpers for the week are last week were: Marlene Axtell, brilliant, clear colors in abstract
Grad; with Richard Benner as Eugene Hurtubise, Roy Taylor.
but carefully worked out relation
and family of Ellsworth were guests hem. at very slight cost Newsprint
Santa; His birthday, Mary Robi- Raeleene Stockwell and Elaine Suzanne Barstow, Beverly Blake, ships. Inspiration for the design
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Kervin ,n sale at The Courier -Oazetta
Roberta Boothby, Mary Boyd,Sheila came from the famous Carnival of
<uni>rlnfed>
shaw. Presents, Frank Post.
Deymore.
Thompson.
Bridge’, Judith Childs, Robert
Christmas in other lands: Mexi
The monthly drawing for the
co, Opal Miller; France, Michael bulletin board is a snow scene done Coakley, Carol Fairweather, Charles
Coakley;
Netherlands.
Patricia by Gloria Kavanaugh and Tommy Fairweather, Floyd Firth. Dorothy
Lewis. Grace Littlehale, BeVerly
Coomb’; Virginia, Richard Mc- Miller.
Luce,
Catherine Maillard. Judith
Kusic; Sweden. Audrey Smith;
Paulette Barton has returned to Maloney,
Charlene
McAuliffe,
China. Gayle Carver.
school, having recovered from a Richard Molloy, Yvonne Salmlnen,
tonsil operation.
Robert Sayward, James Smith,
Twenty-four members of the Ion Vardavoulis, Kathleen Vasso,
class Joined the American Junior and Mary Willey.
Red Cross
Herbert Rob shaw has moved to
Dianna Smith has returned to Georgia, and Janice Smith has
school after a two weeks' absence moved to Loud’s Island.
Raymond Brann and Patrick
Judith Child had charge of
Powell have been chosen for our writing the spelling words on the
reporters on "Plant Structure.” board last week.
Plants selected for study are the
Beverly Luce has had charge of
geranium ar.d fern.
the lunch tickets and Richard MolGrade Four—Mra. HUI
low of the candy orders.
Eugene Robbins has moved to
Floyd Firth and Melvtn Phillips
Cushing.
were re-ponsible for the bulletin
These people have beer, neither board items last week.
tardy nor absent this school year:
Mary Boyd is now assisting
Kathryn Kunesh. Katheine Hen Roberta Boothby and Judith Childa
derson, Donna Pitts, Velita Thorn in the school library.
ton, Craig Stevens. Cherry Brack
On Friday, the girls formed a
LARGE COMPLETE STOCKS PRICED FOR JANUARY CLEARANCE
ett, Joseph Gallant, and Sanford cheerleading section and decided
Ames.
on the kind of uniform they will
BOTH UPSTAIRS AND DOWN!!
Grade Five—Miss Buttomer
want.
Marlene Axtell was in
Jack
Smith, Donna
Cross. charge of the meeting. Betty Paci
Charles Stanley, and Ruth Camp fic! was elected captain, and Char
4 QUART SIZE COVERED
WHITE ENAMELED
bell have returned after being ab lene McAuliffe co-captain.
sent because of illness.
Grade Eight—Mrs. Harjula
We are proud to report that
Judith Rackliff and Fred Rob
Leona Gagne has joined the band. inson were elected to represent
She is studying the clarinet.
our room on the staff of the school
Many pretty dotls have been on paper.
display. Elaine Rogers' old-fash
Those on the spelling honor roll
ioned doll dressed as a bride took for last Friday were: Norman
(Isoprophyl Rubbing Alcohol)
PT.
Fully Guaranteed
highest honors.
Brehm, Zettle Burns, Vincent Carr,
Lu. t week, wc made surface maps Sally Emery, Madonna Fogg,
HEAVY OUTSIDE
of the United States. David Bars- Charles Huntley, Lewis Johnson,
PLASTIC COVERED
Dorothy Naum, Beulah Ott. Armond Plourde, Fred Robinson,
Margaret Roblshaw. Marie Smalley,
Sylvia Sulides, and Mary Sulli
Our Big January Special
•
4 PIECE HEAVY QUALITY
van.
double size CAKE AND
The boys’ basketball team will
meet Owl’s Head today. Next
Thursday, Jan. 15, the girls will
play their first came when they
will go to Camden.
HEAVY WHITE CANVAS
MENS

Grade One—Mra. Parsons
John Di:gan has come from Tyler
tfchoc' ’.o Join on; class.
Mrs. Maxine Andrus and Mrs
Helvi Hamalainen sent candy and
cookies to our Christmas party. We
thank them for their thoughtful
ness.
Linda Richards has brought sev
eral records for us to enjoy
Andrew York has moved and now
goes to McLain School.
Grade Two—Miss Russell
William Am?' read a story to the
class during opening exercises last
week.
Barbara Bellmore, william Ames,
and Shirley Carlson brought
Christmas record; which were
much enjoyed.
The doll which Ann Barter
brought to rchool sar.g "London
Bridge" much to everyone’s amuse
ment.
The best work in spelling has
been done by Charles Dargan.
Shirley Oarbon. Valerie Hilt, Jill
Long, Barbara Bellmcre, William
Ames. Rorer Moon, Claudette Spit
zer. Roberta Wood.ury, Evelyn
Rackliff;. Patricia Watson. Eugene
Staples, Ann Barter, and Linda
Estes.
Grade Two—Mrs. McLellan
David Allen reported to the class
on the book "WlggletaU."

|

Oerrv Anderson brought a beau
tiful Christmas bouquet for us to
I e*^cy'
.
Christina' record? were brought
by the following: Jane Glidden,
James Ames, Gerry Anderson, Ger
ald Beal, and Walter Davis.
December birthdays were ob
served by Richard Dondis, Thomas
McKinney, and Beverly Smith.

14 DAYS
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(SALE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9

j

VXX

E. B. CROCKETT’S
pa

Z7c

PUDDING PANS

1fif

RUBBING ALCOHOL

JL

<1

DOORLINK MATS

•

/t><| n/\
$1.0“

BREAD BOXES

Trade in your old refrigerator and get

this ’509“ new 1952 G-E for only 5
The Finest!

a

59

The Most Practical!

A REFRIGERATOR
- A FOOD FREEZER
10.2-CU-FT

REFRIGERATORFOOD FREEZER

COMBINATION

s4295 down
s18 monthly

• New! Spoce Maker
Door Shelves!
• Redi Cube ice troys!
• New Rollo-Drawers!

ip compt
a real food freezer that
keeps frozen foods st
zero temperature aa long
as one year.
The bottom compart
ment is a big refrigerator
that keeps foods fresh and
never needs defrosting!
Both compartments era
separately insulated, sep
arately refrigerated, sepa
rately controlled!

• Butter Conditioner!
• GE senled-in refrigeroting system!

COME /Ar

TODAY
and cm thh and
othar gnat <5-f
Jlafrigaratanl

CENTRALJMAINE
POWKRI ^ATomFAHV

SEARSMONT
Mr., and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant
w-re business callers in Rockland
Dec. 29.
S hcols in towm opened Jan. 5,
following the two weeks' holiday
recess. The hot lunch program
began this term with Mrs. Ethel
Butler preparing the lunches for
the schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacKenzle
were New Year’s Day guest? of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Elms. East Searsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Packard were
vis tors in Portland la t week.
Mrs Vera Pert of Sedgwick visi
ted her sl'ter, Mrs. Benjamin Hemenway and family last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Cross have
moved from Moody Mountain to
their home in the village.
Rosewood Chapter, 172, O.ES.
will hold it- annual meetng Friday
evening, Jan. 9, at 8 p. m. All
members are requested to be pres
ent.
Miss The'ma Chaffee returned
Saturday from spending the vaca
tion at her home In Huntington,
Mass, she was accompanied by
Mrs. Vivian Stone of Fitchburg,
Mass., who will stay with her
father Walter Aldus for a time.

ATHLETIC SHORTS and 0 (nr <1
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
A Ivl «pl

PILLOW CASES
42 Inches Wide and Good Quality

DISH WIPERS
Large Size and Excellent Quality

Full Bed Size and Good Quality

v/3offJ
REG. PRICE/

Cl 77
• 0

JL

Regular 10c Quality

BATH TOWELS Q Xnr Cl
AVI
X
Good Big Size

A

BED BLANKETS

Cl 97

Large Size and Fine Quality

Qn Salp
Upstairs

/corduroyX

\

WORK GLOVES and
<1 p
BROWN JERSEY GLOVES U 1 V

DISH CLOTHSQ fnr 9Cr

DAINTY DOT NYLONSCMp
First Quality—One of the Best!

I

>1.39
77 C

1 Qr
A VJV/
CX

Enough For a Large Quilt!

HOT WATER BOTTLES 1 97
a
<"l/"X
CHAIR CUSHIONS
_ p—
CANNISTER SETS

BED SHEETS

PATCHWORK PIECES QQr

■<

pa
ENAMELED KETTLES 67c

44c
M
*

1

9

4

v/30FF/
V REG. PRICE //

Gossip is the rattle of an empty
mind—find a busy person and you
hear none.

The m06t disgusting political
figure today is the non-progressive
progressive.

Bronchial
Coughs!

Tau'll know you've got hold of the
right thing when you take your very
first teaepoonful of BROCHULINE.
No insipid sweet, sugary concoction
le BROCHULINE but one with a
real KICK. Feels great going down
—quickly soothes a hacking racking
cough, loosens choking phlegm and
makes breathing easier.
No matter whether your* cough
reru'tt from a co’d or Upper Bron
chial Irritation, what you want la
relief and that's what you get when
you buy BRONCHULINE. Satisfac
tion Guaranteed or Monev Rack
GOODNOW'S PHARMACY

27r

PERCALES

Chenille Rug, Matching Seat Cover

Fine Quality and Nice Patterns

Q4r

DRESSES
Children & Young Miss Sizes

HOUSE DRESSES

1 BATHROOM SETS

3-14

INFANTS’SWEATERS
All Wool, Zipper Fronts

Cl 07

Take Your Pick of Better Dreeaet^JJ JL®1*

Q7r

0
Q7
P
V9

*

W

RAYON STREET FROCKS $937

•

A Real Buy At

COME EARLY FOR THE BEST!
i——————a—
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Tuewby-Thursday-Saturttaj
'Cold'Hnjuries
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Paid Huge Sum

Katyn Massacre

C-C Affairs

Enjoy New Pastor

Houses Are Old

Gifts For Bates

The Army Will Prepare For Ford’s Somerville Plant Rev. George Wood Spoke Committees Forming For Blame Placed Squarely On
The Statistics Show That Lewlston Institution Re*
Korea Casualties In “Op
Spent $5,830,000 In
Before Rockland Lions
1953; Store Holidays
Russia For the Polish
157,000 Homes In Maine
ceived $25,600 At New
eration Snow Storm”
Wages Alone
Club
Are Suggested
Slaughter
Have Passed 30 Years
Years
Lessons learned In prevention
•nd treatment of cold weather In
juries during two year* In Korea,
*111 be put Into practice on Exerclae Snow Storm, the Army’s ten
week winter training maneuver be
ginning this January at Camp
Drum, New York.

r

Ford’s Somerville assembly plant
paid out 23.830,000 In wages and
salaries, mace local purchases to
taling more than 21.225,000, and
turned out more than 48.000 pas
senger cars and trucks In 1962.
Wage and salary- Increases, coetof-loving allowances and premium
pay for over-time work made the
total 1953 payroll some 2584.000
greater than that of 1951. Fewer
new cars and trucks were produced,
however, because of government
restrictions on output and effects of
the summer-time steel strike.
In 1951 the plant turned out
52.631 units, in its record year,
1950, It built 68329 new cars and
trucks.
E. L. Duquette, manager <x< the
Ford Division Installation, said
that present plans call for an in
crease In production In 1963. Ex
tent of the 1 perease, he said, will
depend upon whether government
production controls on the auto
mobile industry can be further
eased or lifted entirely after the
first quarter.
The plant now has on Its rolls
1477 hourly and salaried employes.
Local purchases by the plant’s
purchasing department for material
repairs and operating supplies to
taled nearly 21250.000 in 1962
This did not Include the cost of
material and supplies shipped In
from Ford's Rouge plant In Dear
born, Mich., or from other Ford
manufacturing operations through
out the nation.
A total of $8.37958 in suggestion
plan awards was earned by 238 em
ployes whose Ideas were adopted
for use. Somerville's first maxi
mum suggestion award of 21500
went to a trim department repair
man, Michael Matt, of Saugus, who
suggested a better method of ship
ping an Item of stock.

Rev. George H. Wood, pastor of
the Unlversalist Church, was guest
speaker before the Rockland Lions
Club last Wednesday noon at the
Thorndike Hotel. He was Intro
duced by Dr. Dana S. Newman
Rev. Mr. Wood served fn the
Chaplain Corps of the U. S. Navy
during World War n, and holds
the rank of Lieutenant-Commander
In the U. S. Naval Reserve.
He told the club many Interest
ing stories ablut his training and
experiences
as
a
chaplain
In the Navy. His first tour of
duty was In Alaska, then to "the
8outh Pacific and Into Japan.
The program chairman, Bill Kos
ter. has Mr. Wood booked for a
showing of official slides made of
the atomic bomb ruins of Nagasaki,
Japan. This outstanding program
will probably be scheduled for a
“Ladies’ Night” sometime In the
near future.
In the absence of King Lion
Maurice Nute, First Vice President
Koster presided.
He welcomes
Joseph F. ooakley, a new member,
Into the Lions Club.
Lion Joseph F. Coakley Is sales
manager for the A. C. MdLoon Oil
Co., and the father of Rockland’s
two most popular young enter
tainers, Bob and Paul Coakley.
Lion Miles Sawyer was a special
guest. His transfer from the Bath
Lions Club to the Rockland Lions
Club has been requested. Miles
was very active with the Sea Scouts
before going to Bath and we are
very glad to have him back In
Rockland.
The guest speaker next Wednes
day will be Mrs. Jeanne Dumont of
Skowhegan, State Woman’s Activi
ties chairman for the National
Polio Foundation.

Cold weather Injuries of the type
that took their toll among fighting
men along the Gothic Line In Italy,
In the Ardennes, In the Aleutians,
and currently In Korea, will be the
prime concern of a Cold Injury
Team headed by Lieutenant Colonel
K. E. Orr, MC, of the Army Medi
cal Research Laboratory, Port
Knox, Kentucky.
Recently returned after two years
In Korea as chief of a cold Injury
research team. Col. Orr and his
staff of specialists will conduct a
course for Medical officers of units
participating In Exercise Snow
Storm. Additional instruction on
the medical aspects of cold Injuries
will be given to all unit command
ers engaged In the exercise.
Conducting a cold Injury survey,
Similar to one presently being used
In Korea, Col. Orr’s staff of medi
cal specialists will serve more than
25.000 Army troops, Including the
•2d Airborne Division, and the
278th Regimental Combat Team.
Information gained In studying
cold Injury cases during Snow
Storm are expected to be combined
with knowledge obtained from
other cold weather maneuvers held
by the Army.
A "weather awareness" program,
such as the type now being em
ployed toy the Eighth Army In
Korea will be used during Snow
Storm. Placing of weather stations
In the front lines by the Eighth
Army has prevented many cases of
cold Injury by weather forecasts
The moat effective co-educatlonal
being passed down to the smallest
Institution Is matrimony
Spend Just as much time select
units for 24-hour periods. Upon re
ceiving such Information, troops ing local as national officials—re
Man blames fate for other ac
have been able to clothe and equip member the sum of the parts equals cidents, but feels personally respon
themselves accordingly.
the whole.
sible when he makes a hole In one.

The merchants committee of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
held Its first meeting of the new
year Monday morning with Chair
man Ruth Hoch presiding.
The final report of the 1952
Christmas decoration program was
presented, and plans were Immedi
ately outlined for 1953 In keeping
with the Chamber’s long-range,
progressively constructive decorat
ing schedule. The committee ex
pressed Itself as favoring more
community participation in the
program, rather than restricting
the entire effort to a comparatively
small group. A special sub-com
mittee has been appointed to study
the decorating problem, with par
ticular emphasis on the oost and
technical difficulties Involved.
The committee also recommended
that the following holidays be ob
served by the merchants during
1953: Washington’s Birthday, Feb.
22; Memorial Day, May 30; Inde
pendence Day, July 4; Labor Day,
Sept. 7; Armistice Day, Nov. 11;
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28; and
Christmas Day.
Industrial Committee
The industrial committee under
the chairmanship of John Pomeroy,
will meet at the Chamber offices
today at 4 p. m.
To Meet On Airport
The civic affairs committee with
Chairman Robert W. Hudson and
Executive Secretary Nathan C.
Fuller, will meet with City Mana
ger Farnsworth, members of the
City Council, and representatives
from the Maine Aeronautics Au
thority Tuesday evening, Jan. 7 to
discuss the construction of an ad
ministration building at the Muni
cipal Airport.
An optimist is a man who makes
the most of It when he gets the
worst of It.
Strategy lias been defined as the
science of Inducing others to walk
Into your trap.
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Car Mustrutod abort: Supor **88"
Door Sodan. Now Clatnc
Ninatr-Eitht alto note on iirplay. d Ganoral Motort Valuo.

...WITH A
THRILLING

A special House committee rec
ommended today that Russia be
haled before
the International
Court of Justice on charges of mass
murder In the Katyn Forest mas
sacre during World War n and
called for a Congressional Investiga
tion Into Korean war atrocities by
the Communists.
The committee, specifically au
thorised to Investigate the slaugh
ter of over 14,000 Polish military
personnel near Smolensk, Russia,
concluded a year-long study of the
Katyn Forest killings by calling on
President Truman to present the
matter to the United Nations Gen
eral Assembly as the first step in
bringing charges against Russia be
fore the International Court.
The release of the report came on
the heels of Russia's surprise de
mand yesterday that the United
Nations censure the United States
for what the Communists charge
were “mass murders” of Chinese
Communist and North Korean pri
soners.
Rep. Daniel J. Flood, D., Pa,,
branded the Russian charge, re
jected by the U. N., as a “frantic”
attempt" by the Soviet govern
ment to divert attention from the
committee report which he charged
the Russians knew would be re
leased today. Rep. Ray J. Madden,
D„ Ind., committee chairman, de
scribed the Russian move as
"nothing more than following up
the typical Russian propaganda
which was started a year ago to
overcome the devastating facts and
evidence recorded by the Katyn
committee on Soviet guilt for the
murder of over 14,000 Poles at the
beginning of World War n.”
The committee report criticized
retired Maj. Gen. Clayton Bissell,
who headed Army Intelligence dur
ing the last world war, for the dis
appearance in 1945 of a top secret
report blaming the massacre on the
Russians. The Soviet government
has accussed the Nazis of the kill
ings.
“The concealment and disappear
ance of the report Is but one of the
unfortunate incidents involved In
the price paid to maintain Russia's
continued co-operation In the war
against Hitler and Japan." Rep.
Madden said. He said the evidence
showed the report disappeared In
the office of Army Intelligence and
announced that a copy of the re
port and portions of the commit
tee’s records are being sent to the
Defense Department "for such ac
tion as may be proper with regard
to Gen. Bissell.” The general lives
at Lookout Mountain, near Chat
tanooga, Tenn.
In addition to Joining In the gen
eral committee recommendations,
two Republican members. Reps.
Timothy P. Sheehan, Ill., and Alvin
E. O’Konskl, Wls., Issued a state
ment charging the administrations
of Presidents Roosevelt and Tru
man with a “cover up” of Russian
guilt in the massacre. They said the
concealment was designed to mask
a “basic and colossal error” In Judg
ing Russia’s integrity.
In seeking a Congressional Inves
tigation into Korean atrocities, the
committee noted that a year ago
Gen. Mathew B. Ridgway, then U.
N. Supreme commander in the Far
East, reported that there was actual
proof that 360 American prisoners
had been murdered while there was
additional evidence that as many as
6,000 United Nations troops may
have been killed by the Commun
ists.
Throughout It* report the com
mittee charged that there was “a
deplorable tendency to conceal facts
and reports concerning Russia’s fla
grant violation of international
laws ' The group also announced
It was returning 221.000 In surplus
funds and suggested that the sum
be used by the House for an Inquiry
into Korean atrocities.

Weak, Nervous
Run-Down Folks

Hold fast! Hold tight.' Hold the presses! Hold everything until you see the
headline car lor '531 It's Oldsmobile’t all-new Super "88'* with an excit
ing new line-up of "power" features! A magnificent new "Rocket" Engine
;
a higher-powered, higher-compression, higher-voltage "Rocket”
Engine! A'eir Pedal-Ease Power Brakes* . . . with a low, light-pressure
pedal fat safer, fatter, 40$£ easier stops! New Power Styling far brilliant
new beauty! CM Power Steering* to help you park, turn and maneuver
with 80% less effort! New Power-Ride Chassis for new smoothness and
roadability! Hydro-Malic Super Drue*! Frigidaire Car Conditioning*!
Autronic-Ey**' Luxurious new interiors.' New instrument panel! Pint
the widest selection of colors, intide and out, in Oldtmobile history!

All in all, it’t the "BIG FEATURE” car of the year . j . Super
"88” Oldtmobile for 19531 It’t on display .;. in our showroom today!
NIW

AND A NEW 1953

“ROCKET1
Horsepower has been boosted to 165
, . . compression ratio raised to 8
to 1... ignition capacity increased
by a new 12-volt electrical system.

1953 OLD5MOBILI5 NOW ON DISPLAY AT YOU* OLDSMOBILI DIALIR'S

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.,

WINTER STREET

Should Try This New Iodine-IronVitamin Tonic for 30 Days
Thousands of older folks are find
ing the strain of modern life and
work too exhausting—their energy,
vitality and strength fading.
Is It surprising that doctors tell
them to ease up—to get more rest
and give their tired bodies a chance
to build up—and take Vitamins.
And just what you may need is
FERRIZAN, the new Iodlne-IronVltamtn tonlo—a true dietary sup
plement that supplies plenty of
IRON for Rich Red Blood. IODINE
for the ductless glands, and an
abuandauce of B-Vitamlns giving
you new strength—stimulating the
appetite and helping to bring back
your old-time energy and ambition.
Accept This Generous Offer Today
You’ve nothing to lose and every
thing to gain. You must feel better
—look better—work better and rest
better. Be completely satisfied with
FERRIZAN in 30 days or your
money beck.
qoodnows phabmacy

RUBBER STAMPS
urr bob
Ob Order a*
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
■'

■>"■■■ » ■. p.

Houses grow old a lot faster than
people.
Aa a man passes the age of 30.
the insurance say, he can reason
ably expect to reach 71. But a 30year-old house — and there are
157,000 beyond that age in Maine
alone, can be downright decrepit.
If it doesn't suffer from hardening
of the plumbing or sclerosis of the
heating system, It’s more than
likely a victim of culinary throm
bosis or laundry let-down.
“Assuming an old house remains
structurally sound, Its dollar value
and livability depend on proper
facilities for ventilation, for light
and heat, for food preparation and
preservation, and for personal and
household hygiene, "a trade group
explains.
"This makes home modernization,
like preventive medicine for hu
mans, a worthy Investment. In fact,
with more than half of Maine’s
277.000 non-farm dwellings now
past the 30-year mark, moderni
zation becomes a prerequisite to
the continued health and well-being
of thousands of Pine Tree families.”
Offering higher standards along
these lines, most new housing takes
advantage of modem appliances
and refined fuels. For example, the
janltorlng chores and fuel storage
problems that plague the obsolete
home are eliminated by presentday automatically controlled gas
central heating system
Engineering of modem gas re
frigerators and ranges makes it
possible for new homeowners to
buy, store and cook food more
economically than In the days when
ice-box capacity was small and
stoves lacked heat controls, effec
tive Insulation and other up-todate features.
Studies show that hot water
supply Is a perennial problem In old
structure*. Modem water heater
design, however, enables the house
holder to get a contlnous supply
of water adjustable to the proper
temperature for laundering, dlsh-

Total year-end gifts to Bates
College of 225.600 were announced
today by Dr. Charles F. Phillips,
President of Bates Oollege, Lewis
ton, Maine.
Of this amount,
214,100 was reported through the
press two weeks ago, while the re
maining 211,500 has not previously
been reported.
Of the most recent 211,500, 23000
Is for the Fine Arts and Music
Center. 21500 for scholarship funds.
25000 for general endowment, and
22000 comes to the College under
its recently announced Life Income
Plan.
“We are most appreciative of the
225.600 which has been received by
Bates as year-end gifts." said
President Phillips. “It will help
substantially In our efforts to In
crease scholarship funds to worthy
students of limited means and In
the completion of our Fine Arts and
Music Center.
"The 22000 received under our
Life Income Plan represents the
washing, bathing or housecleaning,
without bulky equipment or reli
ance on the house-heating system.
The most marked contrast be
tween the old and newly remodelled
home nowadays Is In the laundry.
The rapid growth In popularity of
the automatic washing machine
and gas clothes dryer has kept
manufacturers busy filling orders
for the twin energy-savers, the
majority earmarked for renovated
homes.
While progress has been made
throughout the nation In modemlzstlon of existing homes, Invest
ment In this field still lags behind
the outlay for new construction. In
postwar Maine, as in the rest of the
country, expenditures for mainten
ance and repairs of non-farm homes
have averaged about 30 percent of
the value of new residential con
struction, compared with a ratio of
well over 50 percent In the five
years from 1936 to 1940.

first under this new program. 77s

donor will receive Income upon her
gift throughout her life- There
after, the gift will be added to the
general endowment of the OoUegt.
Under this program both donor end
College benefit from the gift.”

The K. Of P. Contest
Prizes Of $2^00 Will
Given On Highway

Safety Theme
More than 100,000 High School
boys and girls throughout the United states, Canada. Hawaii and
Alaska are expected to participate
In the eighth annual public speak
ing contest sponsored by the Fra
ternal Order, Knights of Pythias;
22500 in scholarships in any Uni
versity or Oollege will be awarded
winners of the contest on the
topic: “Highway Safety and How
To Attain It."
This subject was chosen so that
the contest will work In harmony
with the continent-wide Highway
Safety and Courtesy Campaign
which will be launched by the
Knights of Pythias soon after the
first of the year.
Local contests will be sponsored
by each of the 3200 subordinate
lodges, followed by district and
State eventa. Winners of six re
gional contests will participate In
the finals to be held in St. Louis,
during the bl-ennial convention of
the Dramatic Order, Knights of
Khorassan, beginning Aug 9, 1969.
The Dramatic Order, Knights of
Khorassan, commonly referred to
as the "Dokeys,” Is an auxiliary of
the Knights of Pythias and usually
is known as the playground of the
order.
Details concerning the contest
may be learned from any local
lodge of the Knights of Pythias
or by contacting Chancellor Irv
ing McBride, teL 722-J, Rockland.

ARTESIAN WELLS
A SON
duluou since un

LEWIS HERBERT
alia* in

TeL DMk BBr. N-8

Mtt

Gregory’s
REDUCES PRICES
ON ODD LOTS

AND BROKEN SIZES
In keeping with our annual policy we announce Price
Reductions on all odd lots and broken sizes of Suits,
Topcoats, Storm Jackets and Coats and Shoes.

regular Gregory High Quality merchandise.

All of

Most lots

are small, so come early.
MEN S FINE WORSTED

MEN’S FINE WOOL

SUITS and TOPCOATS
150
WERE 49.76 to 60.00
REDUCED TO—
Prices on Other Suits—Now $29.50

WERE 89.60 to 46.00

Others Are Now

WERE 26.00 to 36.00

$19.50

MEN'S JACKETS

$ 8.00

MEN’S LINED

With Warm Insulated Lining

$11.00

LEATHER JACKETS

$16.00

SAVE 96.96 to 911.60

Sleea 18 to 48
SAVE SI.SO to <11.00

$20.00

LADIES* AND MEN'S

MEN’S

STORM COATS

DRESS SHOES

$ 8.95

SAVX <1.00 to 18.00

$11.95

10 to 1A

38 to 44.

SAVE S16.00

$30.00

BOYS' WARM

JACKETS
With iBsnlated Lining. Slice 8 to 80
8AVX 11,50 to <0.50

$ 8.00

MEN’S

SKI BOOTS

$10.95

EAVE 94.00 to 99.00

$15.00

$11.00
$16.00

NO GOODE CHARGED

Be

ALL SALE* OAAH

THIS IS THE WAY IT GOES. Now get In there and pep things up orders Mike
WHAT IM) YOU THINK OF THAT JERRY?
to a replacement from the bench just before the liorn blared for a substitution.
their heads those whistle tooters must have.

It’s rocks in

ROBBERS! Jesse Janies wouldn't do that to me. not
WOE IS ME. I’ve lived a good clean life, and my boys too, and see what
if I was watching like I watch those guys.
happens. Penalties all the time. Those officials need glasses, but good.

So You Think Coaching is Easy....
Word has got around in basketball circles that watching Rockland’s Mike DiSenzo when his team is on the court in a hot game is even more interesting than the

game itself.
Having watched the little pepper p ot for a period of years as he urged his team
on to greater efforts and tallies—suffered it out with them in a bad session and near
mianftK—and verbally batted the ears off hapless officials, we decided to record Mike

in

action for our readers.
In the above seven shots made during the Ellsworth game Tuesday night, Mike
was really going to town as his boys put up a valiant battle against Charles Katsiaficas’ red hot Eagles who are the only undefeated team in Class L competition in the

Eastern Division.
Mike has put out some top notch teams in his days with the Tigers and is
heading for such an outfit in the next yea r or two. In the meantime, he and his crew
are taking a few lickings from the top teams of the state.
Close followers of the
squad see an improvement from game to game to the point where as the season’s end

nears they may be hitting big time stride.
Mike describes his squad as the best bunch of kids he has had, as a squad, in
recent years and a crew that is in there trying all the time, regardless of the oppo
sition.
Mike generally starts playing a game, in his mind, two days ahead of the open
ing whistle and lives every minute of the game time itself in either momentary anger,
deepest woe or jubilation. He can change from one mood to the other in a split

second, and usually does, several times a minute.

ELLSWORTH EAGLES TOPPLE TIGERS
Rocklanders Made Good Show Against
Eastern Maine's Only Undefeated L

Class Team In Tuesday Game
The Ellsworth Eagles showed
why they are rated one of the top
teams of Eastern Maine Tuesday
night as they turned back the
Rockland Tigers 68-43 Tuesday eve
ning.
They led all the way with their
ace. Jack Scott, turning ln the high
scoring perfomance of the game
with IS, all on lay-upa at the end
of dazzling drives under the bas
ket. Ellsworth tried only one shot
from outside all night, preferring
to working the ball ln close.
Nate Copeland with 12, Dave
Deahon with 11 and Floyd Johnson
with 10, bore the brunt of the scor
ing load for Rockland.
Period scores were 20-8, 35-18 and

51-28.
Both teams substituted liberally
and some 46 personal fouls were
called during the evening.
It was the seventh straight win
for Ellsworth which is the only
Class L team ln Eastern Maine
still undefeated.
In a prelim game, the visiting JVs
won over Rockland 38-32.
Score:
Ellsworth (68)—Willey 3, Hodg
kins 2 (1), Dunn (1), Scott 7 (5),
Davis 3. Edes 1 (8), Jordan 3 (1),
Crabtree (5), White 2. Kane 1 (3).
Rockland (42)—Johnson 2 (6),
Bird (1), Alex. Levinthal, Deshon
5 (1), Mosher I (2), Flanagan 2,
Kenniston, Copeland 4 (4).

Notes All Schools
Rockland—Senior high faculty
met Wednesday at the home
NOW, ITS THIS WAY BOYS. Mike goes Into a huddle
THOSE -ARE MA’ BOYS. A swift play and a tally brings
NEXT YEAR WILL BE ANOTHER STORY. Mike
economics room in the McLain in a “time out", lending some of his light to the team.
Mike on the rdre of his seat, proud of the squad.
warns the Eagles’ roach that he will be bark fighting in ’54.
School
lory and on Tuesday the High
North Haven—The band held a |
School and grammar school saw a
New Year's dance at the Grange
short film of Macbeth.
Hall with Arey’s orchestra supply
ing the music. Proceeds went to,
Rockland—An epidemic ol sick
the. Seniors.
Junior-Senior PTA Raised Funds For South School Meets Owl's Head and ness siezed many high school
Warren—Students are walling the
teachers on Monday and Tuesday.
Curtain With Aid Of Businessmen
Junior High, Camden At RHS Gym
arrival of the new principal, Edgar
Due to the lack of available sub
P. Lemke of Lisbon Falls, who is
stitute teachers members of the
to replace Fred C. Perkins, Jr„ wfio
PTA filled ln the vacancies.
The Junior-Senior PTA presented
resigned due to 111 health.
Mrs. Miller commented that Mrs ! After three weeks of Inactivity, for the players.
Rockland—The boys in the shop
These three clashes will be abet
Rockland—Appearing before the a new backdrop curtain for the Rupert Stratton and Mrs. Robert i Rockland Junior High swings back
Rockland High School auditorium Hudson, as co-chairman of the! into action tonight by playing the ted by having the services of Mike classes have (he thanks of the
School Board last evening in a dis
Rockland Kiwanls Club for a Job
stage to the school Monday evening
DiRenzo as referee
cussion of their duties in the school
well done In repairing the dab’s
Making the presentation was Mrs. ways and means committee, have j second game of a double-header
system were Principal A. Hamilton
bell which was damaged In the Are
Lawrence MiUer, president of the guided several projects to raise j against Camden ln the High School
Boothby,
Supervising
Principal
Notes All Schools at
funds for the curtain. Eflorts of: gym This game Is slated to start
the Hotel Rockland Dec. 12. The
group.
Casper Clrlavino and Guidance
PTA members ln general which j at 430 At 3 45 undefeated South
North Haven—Monday all the bell was cleaned, buffed to a new
J.
Wldon
Russell,
superintendent
Director George Johnson. The dis- j
of schools, accepted the gift, which contributed toward the gift include i School Is pitted against Owl's Head, schools saw the first two parts of finish and the insignia welded back
cusslons are designed to better
cost several hundreds dollars, on be the basketball program, which was' south School, by virtue of their a four part film on American Ills- In place and repainted.
acquaint the School Board mem
half of the school system, He ex heavily supported by merchants,: exciting 30-21 win over the Junior
bers with the duties of the several
pressed his appreciation to PTA the canteen operated last fall at the I High. Is leading the Bus Line
teachers ln the system and, in turn,
members and to public spirited j football field and rummage sales.
League with a 3-0 record. Their
the teachers with problems of the
citizens of the community who have ! Th* organization has made plans next clflfh with the Junior High
School Board.
supported the group's money rais- I to sponsor the appearance of the j oould very well decide the chain
Union—Eugene
Wilhelm, ex ing projects which made the gift Bowdoin College Meddybempeters: pjonr' lp.
change teacher at Rockland High poeslble
in a concert ln the school audi
Rockland may have a new face
School from the Netherlands, was
torium in March Mrs. Kennedy ln Its starting line-up, ln the per
guest speaker at a meeting of the
Craue, Jr., and Mrs. Arthur Jor- son of Jimmy Gallant. Jim has
Three Entertain
Union PTA Wednesday evening In
lan have been named as ticket been very Impressive In practice
Thompson Memorial ln his talk, he
chairmen. The college singers will In the bwo weeks he has been out.
compared the educational system Teachers, Students Guests appear on March 10.
especially with his reoound work
of hb> country and that of the
Casper
Clrlavino.
supervising
Plans are underway for a threeOf Home Economic Girls
United States as he has observed
principal of the Rockland school game series between South School
At Rockland Luncheon
since coming here last fall.
system, spoke on the duties of his ar.d the Junior High to be held
Three home economics students j office, explaining the many prob a tthe Community Building Sat
North Haven—Over Christmas
at Rockland High School under the lems encountered ln working with urday morning*. Because of the
vacation, the halls were painted,
direction of Mrs. Collins enter students, teachers and parents.
rivalry between the two schools,
also a new closet ln the downstairs ,
tained six high school teachers and
Following the meeting, refresh this series will he ideal for the en
Your watch represents an important In
hall was built lor paper storage.
three fellow students at lunch re ments were served and a social joyment of the fans and also will
vestment. Don't take chances on repair
Rockland—Ellsworth had a squad cently.
hour held
greatly aid ln gaining experience
work. Bring your watch hero where all
of no less than 20 cheerleaders on
Nancy de Mass had as guests
work la scientifically checked on a
«
hand Tuesday night lo urge the Mrs. Gatcombe, Mrs. Coughlin and
Eagles on lo victory. The Rock Nancy Huntley. Nancy served tuna 1
Announcing ...
land girls and their visitors outdid fish salad, macaroni with tomato
9>
Your watch "printa"
one another in their speciality, j sauce, muffins. Ice cream with; 5
a record ol its own
coming up with a wide variety of chocolate sauce, coffee and choco- g
periormance
I
cheers and formations on the floor. late milk.
PROVING
Gloria Joy entertained Mr. John- j
Rockland—Mike DiReiuo’s father- ;
the efficiency of
son,
Mr
Plummer
and
Priscilla
,
OPENS
JANUARY
19
In-law drove all the way from
our work
Reno. Nevada, to see the newest ’ Nash. Olorla served spaghetti with
ASK US TO TUT YOU» WATCH, mil
DiRenzo, Caroline Ann. He arrived meat-balls and tomato sauce, sal- 8
NEW CLASSES—BEGINNING and ADVANCED
Sunday and will spend a week with mon salad, biscuits, cake, coffee
NEW WATCHES-SIMILARLY TESTED
This Is your opportunity lo begin specialized training that
and
chocolate
milk
Mike and the Mrs
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURE
will
qualify
you
for
excellent
positions
in
business
or
ln
Civil
Prudence lott had as guests Mrs
Service.
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS
Rockland—The following students Robinson, Mr Hlllgrove and Bessie
attended “Robin Hood" at the Woodman. She served macaron!
THE COST• IS LOW; THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE GREAT
Strand last week. They were ac with cream sauce, apple cottage
Day School Chases daily. S A. M. to 1.15 P. M.
companied by Mrs. Gatcombe. salad, muffins, brownie*, tea and
Evening School Clsaaoe from 7 to 8 on Mondays and Thursdays
Janet Cummings- Patricia Fowler, chocolate milk.
We Invite you to call at the achool or telephone us—or, Jual send
a postcard asking for mare information. Approved for veterans.
Albert Harding. Helen Hart, Sylvia
A social period preceded the
Mackie. Evelyn Philbrook, Con luncheon which was very success
Early Registration Advisable
stance Race. Sylvia Haynes. Shir ful
ley Richards. Dorothy Smith
Rockland School of Commerce
North Haven—The Seniors have
Patricia Stanley, Jeanne SUwart,
1:
Helen Wadsworth. Tronne Wlth- received and delivered thetr orders
TELEPHONE IU
24* MAIN STREET
Ington and Bessie Woodman.
of sweatshirts, hats and kerchiefs.

RHS GETS STAGE CURTAIN GIFT

BUS LINE BATTLES DUE TODAY
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES
Last week, the literature class
enjoyed the dramatization of a
little skit entitled "Homework,"
which was directed by Lynda Ladd,
he cast was as follows: Papa Peper, Freddie Carey; Mrs. Pepper,
urn Peterson: Timothy Pepper,
ny Olover; Trudy Pepper,
-J'nda Ladd; Helen Pepper, Mary
rk; Muscles Murray, Charles Ma

CAMDEN OVER CROSBY BY 39-35

T'8er Ladies Win

Leaders Of T.H.S. Classes Of ’55 And ’56

honey

Close Score All the Way To
■
• • • •
a 51-48 Tally Over
The folks in Room 8 wlio neither Late Rally By Belfast Basketeers Fell
Thomaston Tuesday
missed a half day of school nor
Short; Goodridge High Man
were tardy during the fall term of
The Rockland girls surprised
14 weeks were: Margo Guay, Joann
Thomaston
Tuesday
afternoon,
Hudson. Darrell Micue, Janet Rip
winning
a
see-saw
game
51-48
The Oamden Mustangs made lt i were unable to close the long gap
ley and Mary Ann Wlnchenbach.
It was Rockland by 11-10 at the
Danny Realise and Peter Karl were two straight over Class L Crosby opened up by the visitors, whose
quarter; Thomaston by 30-27 at the
present every day but were tardy; Lions at Btlfast Tuesday when they Jack Goodridge was high scorer
' half and Rockland again by 42-40
j won 39-35.
with 11. Tommy Manning had 10.
| at the three quarter mark.
! The home team rallied late but
Camden enjoyed a 13 point lead
Celia Crle led Rockland with 18
| at 30-17 going Into the final sesbut Tinker Hemy of Thomaston
! sion and had led at the other
Danny once and Peter twice.
bettered this by one at 19 before
•• • •
1 period breaks by 13-7 and 20-12.
being Injured tn the last quarter.
The Junior High assembly pro
Score:
Score:
gram on Dec. 31 started with the
Camden (39)—Goodridge 5 (1),
Rockland (51 <—Soboleski 6 (3),
usual opening exercises which were Manning 4 (2), Rossiter 1 (5),
jCrie 9, Grlspl 1 (2), PeUlcanl 1,
followed by a sakophone solo by Davis, Murch 1. Giffin 3 (3).
Oaliano. Roblshaw, Spurling. ForRichard Mitchell.
Belfast (35)—Gurney 3 (1). LaJ
ter.
Our special guest of the after Fond 2 (1). Horne 4 (2), Ebert 1 (2),
Thomaston (48)—Hemy 9 (I),
noon. Lucy Lewis, a graduate of KapilofT 1 (2), Grant, Smith (1),
Keizer 5, Edwards 8 (1). K Shef
Rockland High School in the Class Greenlaw 2
field 1, Putnam, Matson, Glidden,
of 1952, entertained with a piano
' Quinn. Sheffield
solo, “Blue Tango,” and a talk on
Above, leaders of the Sophomore Class at Thomaston High School for the current year are, left to
Practical Course
“The Life of a Student Nurse.”
right: Dennis Sawyer, president; Dennis Young, vice president; Maxine Orff, secretary and fails Delano,
Group singing, with Lucy as ac
I treasurer.
Union Tripped
companist, concluded the program. High School Pupils To Be
Tills year's Freshmen at Thomaston High chose for leaders the officers, presented below, from left
Janice McIntosh was the an
Taught To File Own In to right: Priscilla Ring, secretary; Sandra Putnam, treasurer; Julia Sheffield, vice president; and Mickel Wiscasset’s Drive Overcame
nouncer.
Brooks, president.
Photos by Barde
come Tax Returns
• • • •
Union’s Best Efforts In
Barbara Brazier won the "His
Tuesday Night Battle
Whitney L. Wheeler. Director of
tory Bee” conducted recently ln Internal Revenue, said today that
The
Wiscasset Redskins gave
Room 9. The winning question educational materials designed to
j Union a warm welcome Tuesday as
j was “What year was Maine ad- help Junior and senior high school
I they romped to a 59-33 win. It was
® fata
j mitted to the Union?"
students learn iiow to file their own
• * •
their second of the year over the
Federal Income tax returns will
Union team.
Isaac McCaslbi, who Is home
soon be distributed by the Internal
The game was the farewell ap
from Korea called on his former
Revenue Service to every secondary
pearance of Wiscasset ace. Bob
teachers and friends in Junior High
school ln the United States.
Black, brown or
School recently.
Hersom, who will be 20 on Friday.
Thousands of teen-age students
first quality rubber.
• • • •
He celebrated by dumping in 28
Can be turned down
Desk calendars liave been given in the State of Maine hold afterfor game high.
lo show cuff. Sizes
i to members of the Senior and school and summertime Jobs, the
Newbert was Union’s ace with 13.
earnings
from
which
are
frequently
: Junior High faculty by Harold S.
13 ” 3 $3-19
The Wiscasset record Is now 7-4
subject to the withholding tax on
Fossett of Union.
1 for the year
wages, Mr. Wheeler said Although
Score:
Sizes 4 to 10
Eighth grade pupils In Room many of these students earn less
Wiscasset (5M—Merry 5 (3).
9 are beginning a new geography than $600 a year and Incur no tax
Lewis, Hersom 10 (3), Curtis, Shea,
unit titled “The Far East". The liability, lt Is to their advantage to
Crowley 2 (2). Sprowl. Blagidon.
first country to be studied Is file a return in order to obtain a
Main 6 (4), Huber, Jordan (1).
“China."
refund of the taxes withheld.
Union (33)—ft. Austin 1 (2), F.
I.-*/ ... k * 1
•• • •
The instruction materials are de
Austin
1, Howard 4 (1), Creamer 1,
Beautiful calendars titled "Sing signed to help these students learn
Barker (3). Doughty, Newbert 6 (I),
Out. My Soul" have been given to the correct method of filing tax re
Jacobs
each home room by J. F. Gregory turns to obtain the refunds. In some
1 Sons. This is an annual custom cases tiie students receive enough rectly discharge their tax obliga- Introduced practical Income tax in- ’ schools and teachers are not al
SHAWL TIE
the high school on "Gun Safety."
of this company and one that is income to incur tax liability, and tions under the law.
struction to help their teen-age ways up-to-date or entirely ade
A copy of the ten commandments
much
appreciated
by
the
pupils
and
Many secondary schools and students. Mr Wheeler said. How- quate to meet the practical needs
Brown or black first
the Instruction materials will help
, of "Gun Safety” were obtained for
teachers.
quality rubber. Elec
these students learn how to cor- teachers in the State have already1 ever, texts readily available to the of the working students. The : all those who were Interested.
trified shawl
materials to be distributed by the
Mentioned also in the exhibit
tongue. Very smart,
Revenue Service will provide the I was the sub topic “Stay ln School."
very cozy. Sizes 4
schools and teachers with official, Leaflets on the safe use of guns
ere you see pictured the Golden Anniversary
up-to-date teaching aids on how i and "More Education Means More
to 10
Ko.siimaster — engineered, styled, powered and
i to hie Federal individual income ! Dollars” were distributed.
bodied to be fully worthy of its paragon role in this
tax returns
Also, books on tiie Army Air
fiftieth year of Buick building.
Force and the Navy were available
A quick listing of simple facts will reveal just cause for
RHS Gun Display : to boys eligible for the service.
celebration.
Those who contributed guns for
display were Boo Benner. Leroy
(falitriMt
It has the world's newest V8 engine. Vertical
Gun Safety Featured In a1 Morey and Stanley French. Bob
valves; 12-voll electrical system; MU pounds lighter;
Corridor Exhibit By
i Oxton brought targets and the
entire engine is so compact, a new, more maneuverSIDE GUSSET BOOT ,j
“Ten Commandments of Gun Safe
Johnson’s Classes
able chassis has been built around it.
ty."
Mr. Johnson's English and social
Brown or red first quality
if It has 188 Fireball horsepower. A new Buick
studies class held an exhibition on
Dont believe everyone believes all
rubber. Waterproof elastic
ric
record; engine horsepower per pouml increased 40%,
Tuesday in the front corridor of i that you believe they believe.
side gusset permits boot ,o /
if It has a compression ratio of 8.5 <0 1. Highest
W I
be stretched over snow
compression ott the American scene today; bettered
suits. Sizes 6 to 12.
fuel economy.
,29
if It has a dynamic-flow muffler. For the fust time in
automotive history, a muffler with zero power toss.

$3-29

70omen'&

<C*.95
*5
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World's newest YJ pewers
BUICKfc

GREATEST CARS

*3

IN

5Q GREAT YEARS

SNOW QUEEN

Black, red, white or brown
first quality rubber, with
electrified cuff. Sizes
to

4

We have

W It has a new Twin-Turbine Dynaflow Drive. Piou>
adds far swifter, quieter, more efficient getaway to
infinite smoothness at all speed ranges.
if It has new braking power. Most powerful braking
action of any Buick in fifty years; plus the new ease
of Power Brakes, optional at extra cost.
if It has a still finer ride. The softest,
steadiest, most buoyantly level ride that
Buick’s advanced engineering has
yet produced.

extutly

the paint colors

you want

10 *0.98
$4
■p
Children's sizes

“

A.49
$4

cam!'-*- f rebsiuh*
Z « •.i—— —

fr

TKen's
DRESS ARCTIC

First quality black rubber.
Sizes 6 to 12

ig

Boy sizes 2vi <0.98
to 6
Youth's sizes
11 to 2

-j
It has. also, wondrous handling case, with Power Steer
ing as standard equipment. It has superb comfort. It
has sumptuous fabrics and tailoring. And its acoustics
are so thoroughly mastered that it may well be one of
the world's most quiet cars.

Wen*
ZIPPER

ARCTIC

Ten inch zipper. Black'first
quality rubber. Sizes
6 to 12

$4-98

Endicott Johnson
346 MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND, MAINE
PRICES SHOWN SUBJECT TO SALES TAX

Television Ireol-Wie BUICK CIRCUS WOUR-every

fourth Tuesday.

naumiumninituinitt
uittnumunn

But no listing of facts can do true justice to this phe
nomenal automobile, or to its brilliant brothers, the
1953 Supers and Specials.
And no words can really tell you the beauty you see,
the comfort you feel, the excitement you experience —
when you look at and drive any one of these big, beauti
ful, bounteous Buicks for 1953.

On Otsptay January 9&
C. W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.

712 Main St.

Tel. 1000-W

Rockland

teem Color 1

THE 100% LATEX BASE PAINT
This new, giant SPRED SATIN Color
Card makes it easy for you to find just
the colors you want for every room. It'll
save vou hours of shopping time, just aa
SPRED SATIN, the Wonder Paint, saves
you hours of painting time.

$5.19
$1.59

Washable! Scrubbable! Durable!
OAUON

QUART

DEEP COLORS HIGHER

Will you come in and see for yourself that these are,
in simple truth, Buick's greatest cars in five brilliant
decades?
£9u«smien<. Q4X«BBori«4i. trim and models are subject to change without nntioo.

180 Colors - 4800

o Goes an in
’A fhn tlmn
• No lops,
no brushmnrbs

a Otioo in
10 minutes
• Uoo roo.n

$ichne(f\

HARDWARE
SO9-313 MAIN ST.

PHONf 1974

Page Twelve
cross a single oape. Must be scoters,
I mused, but which one of ths
three?
Population Of Nation Grows
Soon they were among the swells
not far from us. Even at a distance
—That Of Farms Sharply
we could see them hit the water
Decreases
belly-first and plow along a mo
In the past four decades the
ment with dark wings elevated like
population of our Nation has in
gulls. Surf scoters, No other ducks
creased from 95.3 to 157 million.
will land like that. Though incon
During this same period. 1912 to
spicuous, these are among the com
1952, farm population has de
mon off-shore birds to Winter along
creased from 32.2 to 23.2 million
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and
and farm employment including
on the Great Lakes from mid-Sep
family workers lias dropped from
tember to the end of May.
13 to 9-8 million. Crops were har
Through the spotting scope we
vested from 354 million acres in
confirmed our Judgement. It was
1952 as compared to 329 milion in
a flock of atdults. We could dis
1912. The acreage of crops har
tinguish the Roman-nose profile
vested increased 25 million acres
and a bit red on the thick bill. The
whereas the population Increased
all black body, white forehead and
by nearly 62 million. In 1912 we
nape of the male were clearly visi
had nearly 3S acres of cropland
Surf Scoter
ble. No wonder folks call them
CiVJJ National Wildlif. Fedorafiea
for each person In this country.
"skunk-heads" Coot is another
We no* have only 2'» acres and
“What are they?" Mac shouted, popular nickname. Although this
by 1957 there will be only 2 acres
his voice scarcely audible above the 20-lnch sea duck is much larger
or even less per person.
than the true coot, It la dark like
Those who are looking ahead to ' pounding of the surf Prom far up that 15-lnch quiet-water bird. The
the food requirements of our popu the coast an Irregular Hock of female scoters (rhymes with motor)
lation which is growing at the rate chunky black birds was flying to were brown with a dark crown and
of 3 million annually, realize that ward us. following the curves of the light patches behind and before the
something must be done not only 1 shoreline as though reticent 'to eye.
to check the declining fertility of
The flock drifted in among the
our soil but to Increase Its pro the Soil Conservation Service,
white-topped breakers. These fel
ductivity.
Although research In makes the following recommenda
lows were as much at home here aa
the technological problems of agri tions for meeting our production,
In the smoother- water. As a wave
culture continues dally at the U. 8. conservation and soil management
crest curved high above one. about
Department of Agriculture Re needs
to plunge down upon It. the duck
Use of two to three times as
search Center at Beltsville. Mary
up-ended with an awkward splash
land. at every State College of Ag much lime as farmers now apply;
ing of wings and disappeared, to
riculture, at many other institu growth of more grasses and
pop up like a bit of driftwood on
tions and by private individuals, legumes to restore organic matter
the other side.
research has not kept paoe with and check erosion: return of all
There Is nothing clumsy about
the increasing demand on our farm crop and animal residues to the
lands and depleted farm labor soil; make more efficient use of the surf scoter under water, how
rain water for crop production and ever. Its body Is stoutly built to
supply.
withstand great pressures; It feeds
There are within the U. 6 De to minimize erosion.
Our current efforts along these commonly at depths at 40 feet.
partment of Agriculture three
agencies which bring to the farmers lines are Inadequate according to Often it dives when wounded or to
the enormous task of producing the Dr. Salter. The basic practice is escape danger and will even plunge
necessary food and fibre without liming. Usage must be increased directly from flight. Blue mussels
destroying our most priceless herit from 28 million tons to between 60 are Its major food, but It also eats
age—the soil. These are the Ex and 85 million tons acoording to other molluskcs. crustaceans, sea
tension Service, the Soil Conserva our soil technicians. This accom plants and Insects. Studies have
tion service and the PJIA. with • plishment will contribute greatly to shown, however, that It does no
its Agricultural Conservation Pro-' the Job of carrying out the other appreciable harm to shell fisheries.
gram. The function of the first is three steps Prior to the PM.A. Because the adult takes only
to teach tlie farmer the newest re-; type of program, farmers never ap about 13 percent plant food. Its
search developments In production, plied more than 3% million tons flesh Is rank and unpalatable. Con
distribution and conservation; of of lime in a single year. In 1951, sequently It Is not taken by duck
the second to lay out a fanning 23 of the 28 million tons used were hunters.
Few men have ever seen the
system on each farm which makes reported under the A.C.P. How can
the best possible use of the soil ca the goa! for this basic soil conser nest of the surf scoter. It is skill
pabilities and water supply; of the vation practice recommended not fully hidden among the tall vege
third to encourage fanners to carry only by Dr. Salter tout also by the tation of treacherous swamps far
out conservation measures and to agronomists of the 48 States be up In Northwest Territory, in
lached and maintained? Farmers,! northern Yukon and northern
lend financial assistance in carry
>11 technicians and Congress must | Alaska beyond the Arctic Circle to
ing out those most needed on each
cooperate in this essential un- j the Icy Beaufort Sea. The neet.
farm. .
. maria esf
tvpll lined with
Dr. Robert M Salter, Chief of I trtaking.
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The Surf Scoter

STRAND THEATRE TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Laughing Stock

Government Double Dealing
May Heap Ridicule On
Nation

Above Is a scene from "Ruby Gentry," a daring drama of a wildcat
woman, played bv Jennifer Jones, who led a whole town to ruin ... sin
after sin. In addition to Miss Jones, the film also stars Charlton Heaton
of “Greatest Show on Earth” fame and academy award winner Karl
Malden. “Ruby Gentry” will open today at the Strand Theatre In Rock
land for a three day engagement.

NORTH UNION
Church New*
There was a Joint service at the
chapel Sunday, with both Appleton
and North Ufilon group* taking

part. Geneva Philbrook and Nancy
Pease sang “Does Jesus Care."
Norma and Lucille Jackson sang “I
Surrender All.” There was other
special music with Royce Miller at
the organ. Year pins were pre
sented to Mrs. LllKan Pease. Mar
guerite Belyea. Brenda Freeman
and Carol Knowlton; eight gold
orosses were also given.
The speaker next Sunday will
be Paul McCleod of Gardiner.
There was a fine attendance at
the cottage meeting last week at
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Phllbrook’s.
The meeting this week will be at
Mrs. Anne Overlocks.

A story of government finangllng and double talk that may
bring world-wide ridicule of this
country is carried in a New York
newspaper of Dec. 17. It concerns
itself with the great new line
“United States" which has won
world-wide acclaim and now, be
cause of broken government agree
ments. close akin to the famous
"scraps of paper” of other years,
may be turned back to the govern
ment by the United States Lines.
John M. Franklin, president of
United States Lines, announced
last nigh; that his company will
turn back the superliner United
States to the government before It
will pay more than the contracted
price of 831500,000 for the 378,000,000 ship.
Responding to Attorney Gen
eral James P McOranery’s report
last week to President Truman
that the government's contract
with the steamship company for
the ahlp “is voidable at the election
of the United States” ar.d that as
much as 310,000900 more can be
collected from the company for
the superliner. Mr. Franklin said
that "it would be impossible from
an earnings standpoint to Justify
the payment of any such sum.”

Denies Contract la Voidable
down to keep the clutch of eggs
Mr. Franklin said there Is noth
warm In that chill country. There
ing in the contract to suggest that
are usually five to nine pinkish or
pale buff eggs.
It was voidable at the election of
the United States and that his
On land, man's normal habitat,
company has “lived up to its com
thia diving duck is clumsy and 111
mitments under the agreement.”
at ease. Its world Is one of spume
and breaking seas, green ocean
The statement made at a press
conference in the company’s offices
depths and wind-blown skies. It
may not be good eating, says the
at 1 Broadway, Is the latest devel
National Wildlife Federation, but
opment in the controversy over
All we have been tauglit about the subsidy contract under which
the surf scoter Is a most Interesting
fellow to have around.—By George economy and thrift has been the supcrllner was built.
Burrows of Cornell University.
thrown into the discard.
The controversy was touched off

by objections made by comptroller
Oeneral Lindsay Warren to the
terms of the agreement which
called for the United States Lines
to pay 328.086.000 plus extras and
outfitting costs, which brought the
final price to 331900.000, while the
government paid the rest as a
construction subsidy of 321,500.000
and national defense allowances of
$31500.000.

the Attorney General Mid steps
will be taken to collect more fee
the superUner. neither his offlee
nor the Comptroller Oeneral has
brought the proceeding to court.
! Mr. Franklin said his company
1 would wait a “reasonable time” foe
the government to release the
funds It Is holding. He declined to
predict what his action would bt
then.

Study Ordered By Truman
NORTH WALDOBORO
The criticisms of the contract
Master Eddie Oenthner spent the
caused President Truman to order
holiday and weekend with his
the Attorney Oeneral in June to
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Laven
determine what the govmment
der Newbert.
’**
could do. with the result that the |
Attorney General reported last J Master Bruce Rolfe spent last
week the contract could be voided week with his grandfather, John
by the government and that more W. Marshall, at Rockport
Mrs Lavander Newbert Mrs.
money could be collected for the
Levi Robinson and daughters Joan
ship.
Noting that “the government de and Oean, Eddie Oenthner and
livered the S. 8. United States to Sandra Libby were guests of Mr.
the oompany in accordance with its and Mrs. Lester Post In Rockland
contract and accepted payment one day last week.
from the company ” Mr. Franklin ! Mr. and Mrs. Zina Merry of
said that the contract up to date Boothbay were Sunday callers of
has "been performed in every de Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank were
tail by both parties over a period
callers Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
of three years.”
Asserting that the proposal of i Ralph Dean
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig of
the Attorney General amounts to
a threat of “pay us some more' Thomaston were guests New Year's
money or else,” Mr. Franklin said Day of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
the government is holding up some Thomas.
Mrs. Maude Mank was a Sunday
318.500.000 of money due the com
pany because "it is hoped to so caller of Mrs. Isa Teague and Mr.
embarrass the company financially Mrs. Charles Overlook In Warren.
Lyndon Morse spent the week
that it will be compelled, against
Its will, to pay an additional price end In Portland.
Mr. and Mrs Lavander Newbert.
for the United States.”
Mrs. and Mrs WendaU Oenthner
Cites Payment of Extras
and son Eddie spent Sunday with
MT. Franklin said that the com
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Robinson
pany had already paid more than
at Cumberland Center.
It Intended to for the vessel In the
extras over the original contracted
price of 328.086.000. The United
CLAYT BITLER
States Lines would not have built
Wants to See YOU About
the superliner with all the national
defense features In her If It had to
pay more than the agreed price for
SNOW and MUD
V
the ship, he emphasized.
The next step in the controversy
RETREADING
could not be forecast. Although

good/Vfu

400 MAIN STREET

FAMOUS BRAND BRAS
Regularly $1M
All brood oow. first quality, cottons, rayoo
sotias, oylons.

BESTFORM GIRDLES
ood Other
Regularly $SM to UJH
qasllfy. best sslliiig stylos

JUNIOR GIRDLES
Regularly

’2“

Entirely New

Entirety New

Entirely New

Entirely New

Entirely New

Entirely New

Entirely New

STYLING

POWER

POWERGLIDE

ECONOMY

SAFETY

DURABILITY

POWER STEERING

Chevrolet's lower In
height, with long,
flowing, smoothly
rounded, modern II net
to give you the newasf,
smartest look In can!

NewllS-h.p. "BluaFlame" engine with
Powerglide.* Ad
vanced 101-h.p.
”Tbrlft-IGng” engine

Naw autamalls
starting and pasting
range gives flashing
getaway, greater
poising ability In
city driving.

Greater ease and
eafaty. Oraatsr visi
bility with a naw,
ana-place curved
windshield. Finer,
smoother brakes.

Heavier, stronger,
more rigid construc
tion moans oven
longer life for a car
always famous for
durability.

You park and Near wttb
finger-tip ease, yet ratal I
the feel of the read. Op
tional at extra carl.

In gearshift models.

2-WAY STRETCHES

Entirely NEW through and through! JCHEVROLET

Regularly $149 to $$J9

FAMOUS 10NGIINE MAS..... $1.1$

ip

SEAVIEW GARAGE. Inc

$$•$5.95 ZIPMt OMOUS............ $2tt

Mn

w sirgorb

—rvto!

Maine
5S-S

—
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MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS
THAN AMY OTHER CAR I

